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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Summary 

Welcome to Hulu! 
This document is a guide for submitting content to Hulu for syndication to Hulu’s services 
including via our distribution partners. These guidelines are intended to present clear delivery 
requirements that create operational efficiency and ensure that your content is represented as 
best as possible to our users. 
 
This guide is separated into multiple sections, each of which covers a specific element of the 
various delivery packages or the transfer process. It is meant to cover common use-cases and 
frequently asked questions; please contact your Content Partner Manager or the content 
operations team if issues arise that are not addressed here. Please note that this guide 
supplements your content license agreement with Hulu.  
 

1.2 Hulu SVOD vs. Hulu DMVPD 

Beginning in 2017, Hulu’s service offering expanded to include a DMVPD service and a new 
User Interface. This service combines the best of the Live TV experience alongside our video on 
demand subscription product. 
 
The new Hulu UI was designed with the viewer in mind. We’re setting the scene for the future of 
storytelling and clearing the way for people to enjoy a deeper connection to the things they 
choose to watch. Our UI seamlessly blends live, recorded and on-demand content in a way 
that’s immersive and personal.  
 
This product requires unique deliverables different from the standard Hulu SVOD specifications. 
In our effort to ensure operational efficiency for our partners, Hulu can accept certain industry 
standard deliverables. The Hulu DMVPD service accepts a new form of XML for content 
delivery. This XML is a customized version of the CableLabs 1.1 XML standard. While this XML 
shares many of the same attributes as the Hulu SVOD XML specification, we have separated 
the two completely within this document. More details available in Section 1.3. 
 

1.2.1 Term Definitions 

With the introduction of this new service offering, we are introducing new concepts and 
vocabulary that we will define below. If you have any questions, please reach out to your 
Content Partner Manager for more clarification. 
 
Clean Asset: Within the context of this document, a Clean video asset is one that does not 
include any advertising elements in the content. This includes advertisements, call-outs, 
branding elements, etc.  
 
Limited Asset: Within the context of this document, a Limited video asset is one that contains 
advertising elements either from the original broadcast of the content, or which have been 
placed within the video for subsequent consumption. These assets are typically used for a 
single period of time and cannot be reused in the future without Dynamic Ad Replacement (as 
defined below). 
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DAI (Dynamic Ad Insertion): Within the context of Hulu’s services, the acronym DAI refers to 
Dynamic Ad Insertion and only occurs within Clean assets. In this experience, Hulu stores ad 
segment information as singular timecodes. Playback of content is paused at these times and a 
call to an ad server is made to present the user with advertising. When the advertising has 
completed, playback of the content resumes from the same timecode. 
 
DAR (Dynamic Ad Replacement): Within the context of Hulu’s services, the acronym DAR 
refers to Dynamic Ad Replacement and only occurs within Limited assets. In this experience, 
Hulu stores ad pod information as two timecodes, indicating the start and stop of the ad pod. 
Playback of content is paused at the start of the embedded ad pod and a call to an ad server is 
made to present the user with advertising. When the advertising has completed, playback of the 
content resumes at the stop timecode of the embedded ad pod. 
 
C Window Asset: Within the context of Hulu’s services, a C Window asset is one that contains 
burned-in advertising which has been guaranteed to be served to users over a period of time. 
For example, an asset in a “C3” window would contain advertising that was guaranteed to be 
shown to users on the day of original broadcast and for three days after. All C Window assets 
are Limited assets, but not all Limited assets are C Window assets. 
 

1.2.2 Defining Windows 

With the release of Hulu’s DMVPD service, we are introducing the concept of a new availability 
window for content. Throughout this document, windows are often referred to by acronyms. 
Please reference the table below to understand these windows. 
 

ACRONYM DEFINITION DESCRIPTION 

FVOD Free Video on Demand Content is available to users without a subscription 
through Hulu’s off channel distribution network and 
without signing into the Hulu service.  

SVOD Subscription Video on 
Demand 

Content is available to users with a Hulu SVOD 
subscription or a Hulu DMVPD subscription. Users 
must be logged in to view the content. 

MPVOD Digital Multi-Channel 
Video Programming 
Distributor (DMVPD) 
Video on Demand 

Content is available to users with a Hulu DMVPD 
subscription only. 

 

1.3 Deliverables 

Hulu requires separate deliverables for the SVOD and DMVPD products.  Partners delivering 
content for the HULU SVOD service refer to Section 1.3.1.  Partners delivering content for the 
HULU DMVPD service refer to Section 1.3.2.  Partners delivering content for both the HULU 
SVOD and DMVPD service should follow deliverables outlined in both sections.  
 
Please be aware that Hulu may supplement your deliverables with metadata and artwork from 
third party providers. For any questions on deliverable specifications, please contact your 
Content Partner Manager. 
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Please note: Hulu reserves the right to delete any asset that remains incomplete (missing 
any of the required core elements) after 90 days from the initial delivery. 
 

1.3.1 Hulu FVOD / SVOD Deliverables 

For each asset delivered to the Hulu SVOD service there are 1) four core elements needed, 2) 
artwork and trailers required for each series and film, as well as any elements required in your 
content license agreement with Hulu, and 3) some optional elements.  Each of these are listed 
below and covered in detail in the sections that follow. Deliverables with an asterisk (*) are 
required. 
  

1)  Core Elements (the asset package) 

• Metadata at the Hulu SVOD XML Specification* – Section 4 

• Mezzanine Video at the Hulu SVOD Video Specification* – Section 5 

• Closed Captioning / Subtitles* – Section 8 

• Thumbnail Images (optional) – Section 9.2.6 
  

2) Series/Film and Network Deliverables 

• Art Specifications* – Section 9 

• Trailers* (required for each series/film title) – Section 10 

• Other contractual elements 
  

3) Optional Deliverables 

• Dynamic Tune-In – Section 11  

• Network Pre-Roll – Section 12  
 

1.3.2 Hulu DMVPD Deliverables 

For each asset delivered for the Hulu DMVPD service, there are 1) four core elements needed 
as well as 2) the site art requirements.  These are in addition to any elements required in your 
content license agreement with Hulu. Each of these are listed below and covered in detail in the 
sections that follow. Deliverables with an asterisk (*) are required. 
  

1) Core Elements (the asset package) 

• Metadata at the Hulu CableLabs Specification* – Section 6 or Hulu SVOD XML – 
Section 4 

• Mezzanine Video*  
o For C Window assets Hulu can accept the CableLabs video specification – 

Section 7 
o For post-C Window assets utilizing DAI, Hulu requires delivering to our 

existing SVOD Video Specification – Section 5 

• Closed Captioning / Subtitles* – Section 8 
o Sidecar files are preferred, but embedded caption files are also accepted 

• Thumbnail Images (optional) – Section 9.2.6 
  

2) Series/Film and Network Deliverables 

• Art Specifications* – Section 9 

• Trailers (optional for DMVPD deliveries) – Section 10 
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2 CONTENT DELIVERY OPTIONS 

The ingest process is initiated when Hulu receives asset metadata and an asset is created. This 
can be done by submitting metadata through the Content Portal Upload Tool or by submitting an 
XML file to Hulu via Aspera. Hulu has three delivery methods available for you to choose from: 
 

2.1 Content Portal: Content Upload Tool 

The Create Asset tool (referenced in Section 3.1) is a web form within the Content Portal 
(https://content.hulu.com/assets) where you can supply metadata and upload using Aspera’s 
Web Connect applet at no cost to you. Metadata must be entered for each asset individually, 
after which the option to Upload New Files or Provide Expected Filenames is presented. Once 
all metadata and filenames have been entered, they will be uploaded to Hulu from within the 
browser. For information on accessing the Content Portal, please contact your Content Partner 
Manager. 
 

2.2 Aspera SCP 

Aspera SCP is a program that operates similarly to FTP, but is designed to maximize the speed 
of transfer based on your upload capacity. An upfront cost is required to purchase a client used 
to connect to Hulu’s Aspera server for upload.  
 
Please contact your Content Partner Manager if your organization has interest in using the 
Aspera SCP client. 
 

2.3 Aspera Web Connect 

Aspera’s Web Connect utility is similar in function to Aspera SCP, but is a Java applet that can 
be downloaded and installed to allow uploading within the browser. Aspera’s Web Connect 
utility is free of charge, but institutes a 45Mbps upload cap. 
 
If you are interested in using Web Connect, please contact your Content Partner Manager for 
server details and credentials.  
 

https://content.hulu.com/assets
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3 HULU CONTENT PORTAL 

To help facilitate the delivery and management of content, Hulu has created the Content Portal 
(https://content.hulu.com). The Content Portal provides data and functionality such as asset 
counts, the status of your assets in our publishing workflow, the ability to apply bulk changes to 
some metadata and tune-in updates. 
 
Different user-roles are available to control access to the feature sets provided in the Content 
Portal. If you manage multiple provider accounts, access can also be granted for more than one 
provider. 
 
Please contact your Content Partner Manager to arrange access to the Content Portal and/or a 
walkthrough. 
 

3.1 Content Upload 

You can upload an asset package (metadata, video, caption, and thumbnail) using the Create Asset 

tool in the Content Portal (https://content.hulu.com/assets) by clicking on the “+Create Asset” 
button below the asset search bar. 
 

For more information about other methods of uploading to Hulu, please reference Section 2 or 
contact your Content Partner Manager. 
 
NOTE: For additional information on creating metadata and uploading assets through the 
Content Portal please reference: https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#uploadingnewtvepisodes 
 

3.2 Art Upload 

The Content Portal can be used to upload art for: 

• Series Art 

• Asset Art 

• Film Art 

• Channel Art 
 
Within the Content section of Content Portal, on the details page for a specific Series 
(https://content.hulu.com/series), Asset (https://content.hulu.com/assets), or Channel 
(https://content.hulu.com/channels), art can be uploaded by clicking on the Art tab in the left-
hand navigation. Alternately, art can be uploaded to Files (https://content.hulu.com/files) and 
can be associated later within the details page of a specific Series, Asset or Channel. The tool 
does basic validation for correct size and file type and, if correct, submits the art for approval. 
 
For additional information on uploading art please visit: 
Shows/Films - https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#updatingartworkforshowsmovies 
Thumbnails - https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#updatingvideothumbnails 

 
Art for the DMVPD service does not currently have an externally-facing upload tool. If you’d like to 
upload art for the DMVPD service, please contact your Content Partner Manager and they will assist 
in uploading or swapping artwork for the live service. 
 
 

https://content.hulu.com/
https://content.hulu.com/assets
https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#uploadingnewtvepisodes
https://content.hulu.com/series
https://content.hulu.com/assets
https://content.hulu.com/channels
https://content.hulu.com/files
https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#updatingartworkforshowsmovies
https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#updatingvideothumbnails
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3.3 Asset Management 

The Assets section of the Content Portal (https://content.hulu.com/assets) allows you to: 

• View your metadata after delivery to ensure receipt by Hulu 

• Get immediate feedback on issues with your metadata to resolve errors quickly 

• Check the publish and availability status of all your assets in the Hulu system 

• Make changes to metadata, availability, thumbnail art, file association, captions 
information, or redeliver video asset, for content that has been published 

 

3.4 Traffic Metrics 

The Metrics section in the Content Portal (https://content.hulu.com/metrics) offers: 

• Your content’s metrics such as: 
o Views 
o Time Watched 
o Viewthrough 
o Viewthrough Average 

• Filter by series, title, and date range 

• Export your data to Excel for further review 
 
Please note data is delayed 24-48 hours. For more information about the Metrics section, 
please reference: https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#viewingmetricsdata  
 
 

3.5 Finance Reports 

If you are paid by Hulu on an advertising revenue share (instead of license fee) basis, then the 
Finance section in the Content Portal (https://content.hulu.com/finance) allows you to see 
financial reports for your content on a per-asset basis. Access to the Finance section is strictly 
controlled; contact your Content Partner Manager to request access. 
 
NOTE: Monthly finance reports are delayed by at least 30 days and are not final. Quarterly 
financial reports will be posted in conjunction with remittances. 
 
For more information about the Finance section please reference: 
https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#viewingfinancedata 

https://content.hulu.com/assets
https://content.hulu.com/metrics
https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#viewingmetricsdata
https://content.hulu.com/finance
https://content.hulu.com/help/portal#viewingfinancedata
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4 HULU SVOD METADATA SPECIFICATIONS 

4.1 Metadata Overview 

Metadata is required for each video delivered to Hulu. This data provides information about 
each element of the asset package, including but not limited to: 

1. Content descriptions (e.g., video title, series, ratings) 
2. Hulu platform data (e.g., sunrise / sunset dates, ad segment timecodes) 
3. Filename references to the elements that constitute a complete delivery. (e.g., video, 

thumbnails, captions) 
 
Creating metadata by hand-coding XML is not recommended, since it is prone to error. Instead, 
submitting content via the Hulu Content Portal, or exporting XML via a Content Management 
System, is encouraged.  
 
Information about submitting content through the Hulu Content Portal can be found in Section 3 
and/or contact your Content Partner Manager. 
 
A sample of a properly formatted XML prepared to the Hulu SVOD specifications, and 
definitions of each XML element, can be found in Appendix A. 
 

4.2 TMS IDs 

Hulu requires, wherever they exist and are available, the TMS ID (Gracenote ID) for your 
content. These values are critical in ensuring the proper user experience of content on the Hulu 
service as well as integrating with TV schedule data. 
 
There are two elements in the metadata that accept TMS IDs. In the <series> section, you will 

see the following element <tms_series_id> which is used to submit a TV series TMS ID 

(such as SH004466040000). In the <video> section, you will see the following element 

<tms_program_id> which is used to submit a TV episode or movie TMS ID (such as 

EP004466040180 or MV001991510000). 
 

4.3 Metadata Restrictions 

Some metadata fields are restricted and only allow certain values. To avoid errors and 
rejections, please ensure that the fields outlined throughout this section contain one of the listed 
values.  
 

4.3.1 Language & Region Values 

The <metadata> element has text_language and region values that are used to 

designate the language and region for that metadata. This is to accommodate languages and 
regions beyond English, US. For US distribution, region should always be set to “US”. The 

value for text_language could either be "en" or "es" to represent English or Spanish 

languages, respectively. 
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The <files> element similarly uses audio_language and region to specify the spoken 

language of the video and the intended region. For US distribution, region should always be 

set to “US”. For audio_language, all ISO-639-1 two-letter codes values are supported. 

 

4.3.2 Media Type 

Each asset requires a value for Media Type, i.e., the original medium of airing / nature of the 
content. This value is restricted to one of the following choices: 
 

MEDIA TYPE 

TV 

Film 

 

4.3.3 Programming Type 

Each asset requires a value for Programming Type, i.e., the format of the content. This value is 
restricted to one of the following choices: 
 
Long-Form Content: If the video is more than 19 minutes in length, please select from the 
following content types: 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Full Episode Full-length television content (e.g. hour-long drama, half-hour 

sitcom) 

Full Game Full-length sporting event 

Full Movie Full-length feature film 

Special Special event that does not fall within other programming types 

 
Short-Form Content: If the video is less than 19 minutes in length, please first determine 
whether the content has associated long-form or not. 
 
If the Short-Form Content IS associated with Long-Form Content, reference the following 
content types: 
 
Clips: Content that is sampled from an associated piece of long-form content. 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Excerpt Short form clip taken from a longer piece of content 

Highlights Sporting event moment (e.g. top play, amazing catch, etc.) 

Performance Short-form musical performance 

Recap Overview of previous episodes (e.g., “Last week on…”) 
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Promos: Content that promotes an associated piece of long-form content 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Behind the Scenes Bonus footage depicting the making of a show 

Current Preview Edited content promoting upcoming episode 

Sneak Peek Non-editorialized excerpt promoting an upcoming television show 

Teaser Trailer Early preview of upcoming film 

Trailer Preview of upcoming film 

 
Independently Produced: Content that is associated with a long-form title but itself does not 
contain content that appeared in the long-form version. 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Behind the Scenes Bonus footage depicting the making of a show 

Commentary Interpretation/explanation of another piece of content 

(e.g., season, episode) 

Interview Interview with star of other content, news interview 

Outtake Bonus footage depicting unused take from full length 

content 

 
If the Short-Form Content IS NOT associated with any Long-Form Content, reference the below 
programming types: 
 
Native Short-Form: Content that has no associated long-form content. 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Full Episode Full-length television content (e.g. hour-

long drama, half-hour sitcom) 

Music Video Produced music video  

Short Film Short-form film content 

Web Exclusive Content produced specifically for 

consumption online 

 
The programming type value has a huge impact for the user experience including, but not 
limited to, the example list below: 
 

● Default advertising experiences vary based on long-form vs. short-form in conjunction 

with the overall length of a video 

● Auto-play behavior will play from one Full Episode to another over diverting to Excerpts 

● In certain UI’s, assets are filtered into carousels by bucketing programming types 

together 

 
Please contact your Content Partner Manager for how Programming Type may affect the 
representation of your content in the Hulu user experience.  
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4.3.4 Categories (Genre) 

Each asset requires one primary category, or genre. The <primaryCategory> is used to 

designate this value. 
 
Additional categories/genres may be defined using the <additionalCategories> elements. 

The values for both elements are restricted to the following list: 
 

CATEGORY 

Action and Adventure 

Advertisement 

Animation 

Celebrity and Gossip 

College Basketball 

College Football 

College Sports 

Comedy 

Crime and Mystery 

Documentary and Biography 

Drama 

Extreme Sports 

Family and Kids 

Gaming 

Horror and Thriller 

House and Home 

International 

Lifestyle and Fashion 

Live Events and Specials 

Local 

Mixed Martial Arts/Fighting 

Music 

NBA 

News and Information 

NFL 

NHL 

Other Sports 

Outdoor Sports 

Political 

Reality and Game Show 

Sci Fi and Fantasy 

Soap Opera 

Sports and Fitness 

Talk and Interview 

Technology 

Travel and Nature 
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4.3.5 Ratings 

Accurate and complete ratings information is an important part of Hulu’s metadata standard. If a 
rating exists for your content, it is very important that it be delivered accurately in the metadata. 
If no rating is delivered in the metadata, Hulu reserves the right to apply one according to its 
own standards and practices. 
 
Only enter a rating for TV and Film content if the original network or MPAA has given a rating to 
the content. If the content is not rated, use the “Not Rated” option. 
 
If the content is meant for adults only, it’s critical that it be rated appropriately; this will ensure 
that the video is age-gated. If the content is Not Rated but is of an adult nature (e.g., nudity, 
adult situations, profanity, drug use, extreme violence) please alert your Content Partner 
Manager so that we may set the appropriate age-gate on the content. 
 
In the chart below, the RED values indicate the player will verify the user’s age. 
  

RATING 

TV Film Ratings (MPAA) 

TV-Y  
TV-Y7  
TV-Y7-FV 
TV-G  
TV-PG  
TV-14 
TV-MA 
Not Rated 

G (General)  
PG (Parental Guidance)  
PG-13 (Parental - 13)  
R (Restricted)  
NC-17 (No one under 17)  
X (Adults only) 
Not Rated 
Not Yet Rated (FOR USE WITH 

TRAILERS ONLY) 

 

4.3.6 Content Rating Reason 

For rated TV content, include the rating-reason. The values for this element are restricted to the 
list below. Separate codes with a comma. For example, “D,S,V” 
 

RATING REASON 

TV Film 

D (Suggestive Dialogue)  AT (Adult Themes)  

FV (Fantasy Violence)  N (Nudity)  

L (Strong, Coarse 
Language)  

BN (Brief Nudity)  

S (Explicit Sexual 
Situations)  

SS (Sexual 
Situations)  

V (Violence)  SL (Strong Language)   
V (Violence) 
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4.4 Descriptions 

There are two <description> elements in the metadata.  The first is the Series/Film 

description in the Series section of the metadata.  The second is the Episode description in the 
Video section of the metadata.   

• For Series, the series description should be different than the episode description.  Each 
episode description should be unique.    

• For Films, the series description is typically used for a longer version of the regular 
description.  However, for films both these metadata fields can be the same. 

For both descriptions, the following are required: 

• Descriptions should be written in full sentences and be grammatically correct. 
• Descriptions should not reference the video quality (e.g., “In HD”, “In Black and White”, 

etc). 
• Callouts to promotional material, other websites, or advertising should not be included 

(e.g., "Watch more on websiteX.com, “Brought to you by SponsorName”, etc). 
• Mentions of bonus materials, deleted scenes, commentary, etc. should be excluded. 
• Profanity should not be used in the descriptions. 
• All caps should not be used. 
• In fictional series or films, references to an actor’s name should be limited and only in 

conjunction with the character’s name.  In other words, avoid using the actor’s name in 
place of the characters.   

• Series/Film descriptions should be a general synopsis of the overall series and not refer 
to specific episodes or scenes. 

• Episode descriptions should describe the plot of that episode. 
• Do not use quotes or italics around series or film titles in the descriptions. 
• An actor’s name that is used in reference to a character’s name should be put in 

parentheses (see example below). 
• Exclude references to episode numbers, season numbers or air dates. 

Below are a few examples of good descriptions: 
 
TV Series Description: 
Adapted from the classic novel by Margaret Atwood, The Handmaid's Tale is the story of life in 
the dystopia of Gilead, a totalitarian society in what was formerly the United States. Facing 
environmental disasters and a plunging birthrate, Gilead is ruled by a twisted fundamentalism in 
its militarized ‘return to traditional values'. As one of the few remaining fertile women, Offred 
(Elisabeth Moss) is a Handmaid in the Commander’s household, one of the caste of women 
forced into sexual servitude as a last desperate attempt to repopulate the world. In this terrifying 
society, Offred must navigate between Commanders, their cruel Wives, domestic Marthas, and 
her fellow Handmaids – where anyone could be a spy for Gilead – all with one goal: to survive 
and find the daughter that was taken from her. 
 
TV Episode Description: 
Offred, one of the few fertile women known as Handmaids in the oppressive Republic of Gilead, 
struggles to survive as a reproductive surrogate for a powerful Commander and his resentful 
wife. 
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Film Description: 
For 75 years, there was only one man officially credited as Batman's creator: Bob Kane. As time 
passed, there were rumors that perhaps the Caped Crusader had another father.  Who was this 
man, and who could finally bring him out of the shadows, giving light to the credit he 
deserved?  Batman & Bill tells the story of the uncredited co-creator of Batman, Bill Finger, and 
one fan who went on his own crusade to bring justice to the legend. 
 
Film (short) Description: 
For years, Bob Kane has been credited as Batman's creator. As time passed, rumors swirled 
that the Caped Crusader had another father.  Who was this man? Batman & Bill tells the story of 
the uncredited creator of Batman, and a crusade to bring him justice. 
 

4.5 Keywords 

The Hulu search engine uses keywords to aid in relevancy when users search for a term. 
Keywords are phrases, places, names, concepts, actors, themes, etc. that describe the content 
of the video. Only applicable keywords should be added to an asset’s keyword field, without 
repetition, and with each word or phrase separated by a comma. Nouns and verbs are the best 
keywords; adjectives and adverbs can be helpful. Avoid using conjunctions, pronouns, and 
prepositions. Keywords must be relevant to the individual video, not generic to the series.  
 
Common Mistakes 

• Do not use the series title or episode title as keywords. These fields are always used by 
the search engine and weighted differently for search 

• Do not use the channel, or content partner or website name as keywords (e.g. FX, 
Bravotv.com) 

• Keep actor’s names as single term (i.e., do not use a comma - Abe Vigoda vs 
Abe,Vigoda) 

• Only use keywords that are relevant to the video. For example, do not list an entire 
series’ actors in each asset’s keywords. Only list the actors that are in the episode or 
clip. 

 
Example: Keywords for Alfred Hitchcock’s film, Rear Window: 
 
Correct keywords: 
alfred hitchcock, grace kelly, jimmy stewart, mystery, blackmail, bum, murder, photographer, 
broken leg, voyeur, neighbors, suspense, supernatural 
 
Poor keywords: 
alfred,hitchcock,presents,mystery,blackmail,bum,muder,grace, kelly,jimmy,stewart Suspense, 
Alfred, Hitchcock, short stories, surprising, horror, comedy, suspense, supernatural 
 
NOTE: The keywords value has a maximum limit of 1024 characters. 
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4.6 Availability 

4.6.1 Availability Overview 

The <availability> element, within the <metadata> section, allows for the submission of 

various content availability windows. The <availability> element is constructed as outlined 

below and should appear after the <video> element in the XML structure (please see XML 

sample for illustration). 
 
EXAMPLE 1 (FVOD, SVOD and MPVOD specified) 
 
    <availability> 

        <window type="FVOD"> 
            <start>2017-01-14T00:00:00</start> 

            <end>2017-01-21T00:00:00</end> 
        </window> 
        <window type="SVOD"> 

            <start>2017-01-07T00:00:00</start> 
            <end>2017-09-01T00:00:00</end> 

        </window> 
        <window type="MPVOD"> 
            <start>2017-01-06T00:00:00</start> 

            <end>2017-02-06T00:00:00</end> 
        </window> 

    </availability> 

 

4.6.2 Allowed Window Types 

• “FVOD” - Free VOD through Hulu’s Distribution Network 

• “SVOD” - Subscription VOD (Hulu) 

• “MPVOD” - Available only through Hulu’s DMVPD service 
 

4.6.3 Windowing Restrictions 

• All dates must be provided in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). 

• Only provide those windows that are required for an asset.  

• Empty <start></start> & <end></end> will be parsed as expired dates 

 
➢ For example, if only SVOD is required, only supply the one “SVOD” window element.  

 

<availability> 

<window type="SVOD"> 
<start>2014-12-31T00:00:00</start> 

       <end>2015-01-01T00:00:00</end> 
</window> 

</availability> 

 

This will create only an SVOD Window. All else will be expired. 
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➢ If an empty element is supplied, such as: 

 
<availability> 
       <window type="SVOD"> 
        <start></start> 

          <end></end> 
       </window> 

       <window type="MPVOD"> 
          <start>2014-12-31T00:00:00</start> 
          <end>2015-01-01T00:00:00</end> 

       </window> 
</availability> 

 

• This will create an MPVOD Hulu DMVPD Window for the dates supplied, but also create 
a SVOD Hulu window with expired start and stop dates. 

 

4.7 Segment Times Formatting 

Segment timecodes are used to identify the exact middle of ad breaks within a video (see 
Section 5.3, Mezzanine Video File – Formatting Specification). They must be formatted correctly 
in the metadata to ensure they are registered properly. Each segment time must be written as 
such: 
 
HH:MM:SS;FF 
 
This is “drop-frame” format, which uses a colon between hours, minutes and seconds, and a 
semi-colon between seconds and frames. Use a comma to separate each timecode with no 
spaces in-between. Time should start at hour 0 (00:00:00;00). 
 
For example: 
00:01:12;12,00:10:13;15,00:20:17;05 
 
For details on the ideal placement and frequency of breaks, please see Section 5.3.1 - 
Advertising Requirements - Television or Web Content. 
 
Please note: Metadata for Full Movies missing frame accurate segment times will automatically 
be rejected (For more details see Section 5.3.2 – Advertising Requirements – Film Content). 
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4.8 Package ID 

The packageID field allows for the submission of a unique ID value per asset. If you are familiar 

with or deliver content utilizing the CableLabs XML schema, this field is the same as the Asset 
ID value from the Package metadata element. Below is an example of the value in question 
from a CableLabs XML. 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

<ADI> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="package" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD"  

Name="Metadata_Spec_Version"  

Value="CableLabsVOD1.1"/> 

</Metadata> 

 

If you do not deliver content to any vendor using the CableLabs XML schema, a custom unique 
alphanumeric value should be delivered.  
 
Please note the following restrictions on this field: 
 

1. This value is a string limited to 20 chars of alphanumeric values 
2. This value must be unique to an asset. Delivering the same ID across two distinct 

assets will result in unwanted metadata or availability updates 
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5 HULU SVOD VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS 

5.1 Mezzanine Video - Overview 

The Mezzanine Video is a required deliverable and must be referenced in the metadata XML. It 
is Hulu’s goal to provide the highest-quality content available online. In order to ensure this 
quality bar is maintained, we require a high-quality mezzanine file for each video, from which 
transcodes can be created to serve both current and future viewing environments. Delivering a 
high-quality mezzanine file ensures that your content will look as pristine as possible on the site 
today and ensures you don’t need to deliver that content again in order to take advantage of 
Hulu’s ever-expanding distribution network.   
 
To that end, you must deliver the Mezzanine Video in the highest existing resolution. 
 
Hulu’s transcode process requires that every mezzanine file conform to the standards specified 
by its codec. If a file is found to have noncompliant data in it, it will be marked as corrupt and 
rejected. It is important to note that a video’s playback quality is not an accurate indicator of its 
transcode quality. In other words, a file that looks and plays great may not decode correctly and 
will not produce high-quality downstream files. To that end, we require that each file meet the 
Mezzanine Video File – Technical Specifications in Section 5.2. 
 
Finally, Hulu requires that each video also comply with certain formatting requirements. This 
includes requirements for “clean” content, restrictions against matting, and may include insertion 
of commercial breaks. Details of these requirements are found in Section 5.3, Mezzanine Video 
- Formatting Specifications. 
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5.2 Mezzanine Video - Technical Specifications 

The highest quality video is usually found at the earliest possible point in a workflow. A few 
notes on this specification: 
 

• Do not convert files simply to fit this specification - If the highest quality digital 
master files are below this specification, contact your Content Partner Manager. 

• Files should be made progressive at the earliest point in your workflow: 
o 30i (interlaced) fps video files will require an adaptive de-interlace 
o 30i / 30p files from film source material will require an inverse telecine, to create 

a 24fps progressive file. No 3:2 pulldown flags will be accepted. 

• Native 4x3 or 16x9 (1.33:1 Or 1.78:1) content should be full-frame with no encoded 
black bars. (Content containing letterbox or pillar-box should be cropped to remove the 
black bars / mattes during mezzanine file creation to produce an active-picture only file.  

• Content that is not natively 4x3 or 16x9 (e.g., 1.66, 1.85, 2.35 aspect ratios) should be 
delivered with mattes to meet 16x9 aspect ratio. 

• Delivered mezzanine file must contain a video track muxed with the audio track of the 
primary audio language and role (e.g. English/Main). If you possess additional audio 
essences (e.g. alternative languages, SAP, descriptive audio, etc), please contact your 
Content Partner Manager. 

• All audio loudness levels should approximate -24 LKFS/LUFS (based on ITU-R 
BS.1770-4 loudness measurement methods) and audio peak level of -2 dBFS. 

• Hulu currently only accepts mezzanines in SDR (Standard Dynamic Range). If your 
content is available in HDR (High Dynamic Range) please notify your Content Partner 
Manager. 

• Hulu currently does not accept mezzanine files containing stereoscopic 3D or 360-
degree video. 

• All content should be provided with constant frame rate. Videos with variable frame rates 
will be rejected. 
 

The following specs are listed in order of preference. If you are unsure about any aspect 
of the mezzanine creation process, please contact your Content Partner Manager before 
delivering any content. 
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5.2.1 QuickTime Mezzanine File Format 

Container QuickTime MOV 

  Video Specification 

Codec Apple ProRes 

Profile @ Level 422 @ HQ 

Rate Control Variable Bit Rate (VBR) 

Sample Bit Depth 10-bit 

Color Space YUV 4:2:2 

Color 

Matrix/Primaries/Transfer 
ITU-T BT.709 (SDR) 

Scan Type Progressive 

Aspect Ratio 16:9 4:3 

Resolution 3840x2160 
1920x1080 
1280x720 

720x480 (16:9) 

720x576 (16:9) 
2880x2160 

1440x1080 

960x720 
720x480 (4:3) 

720x576 (4:3) 

Quality Level / Bit Rate 
HQ ~ 880 

Mbps 
HQ ~ 220 

Mbps 
HQ ~ 63 

Mbps 
HQ ~ 760 

Mbps 
HQ ~ 189 

Mbps 
HQ ~ 63 

Mbps 

Frame Rate 23.976, 25, 29.97 

  Audio Specification 

Codec Linear PCM 

Sample Bit Depth 16-bit, 24-bit 

Sample Rate 48 kHz 

Channel Format Interleaved 

Channel Mapping 

Stereo Only 
Ch. 1: Left Total 

Ch. 2: Right Total 

5.1 Surround Only 
Ch. 1: Left Front 

Ch. 2: Right Front 
Ch. 3: Center 

Ch. 4: LFE 

Ch. 5: Left Surround 
Ch. 6: Right Surround 

5.1 Surround + Stereo 
Ch. 1: Left Front 

Ch. 2: Right Front 
Ch. 3: Center 

Ch. 4: LFE 

Ch. 5: Left Surround 
Ch. 6: Right Surround 

Ch. 7: Left Total 
Ch. 8: Right Total 
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5.2.2 MPEG-2 Mezzanine File Format 

 
  

Container MPEG-2 Single Program Transport Stream (SPTS) 

  Video Specification 

Codec MPEG-2 Video 

Profile @ Level 422P @ High Level 

Rate Control Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 

Sample Bit Depth 8-bit 

Color Space YUV 4:2:2 

Color 

Matrix/Primaries/Transfer 
ITU-T BT.709 (SDR) 

Scan Type Progressive 

Aspect Ratio 16:9 4:3 

Resolution 
1920x1080 

1280x720 
720x480 (16:9) 

720x576 (16:9) 
1440x1080 

960x720 
720x480 (4:3) 

720x576 (4:3) 

Minimum Bit Rate 
80 Mbps (intra) 

50 Mbps (long GOP) 
30 Mbps (intra) 

15 Mbps (long GOP) 
80 Mbps (intra) 

50 Mbps (long GOP) 
30 Mbps (intra) 

15 Mbps (long GOP) 

Frame Rate 23.976, 25, 29.97 

  Audio Specification 

Codec Linear PCM (AES3) MPEG-2 Audio AC-3 

Minimum Bit Rate N/A 384 kbps (stereo) 
192 kbps (stereo) 

384 kbps (5.1) 

Sample Bit Depth 16-bit, 24-bit 

Sample Rate 48 kHz 

Channel Format Interleaved 

Channel Mapping 

Stereo Only 
Ch. 1: Left Total 

Ch. 2: Right Total 

5.1 Surround Only 
Ch. 1: Left Front 

Ch. 2: Right Front 
Ch. 3: Center 

Ch. 4: LFE 

Ch. 5: Left Surround 
Ch. 6: Right Surround 

5.1 Surround + Stereo 
Ch. 1: Left Front 

Ch. 2: Right Front 
Ch. 3: Center 

Ch. 4: LFE 

Ch. 5: Left Surround 
Ch. 6: Right Surround 

Ch. 7: Left Total 
Ch. 8: Right Total 
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5.2.3 Common Workflow Scenarios 

Below are a few common workflows used to create a digital mezzanine video. If the content 
doesn’t fit into a listed workflow, contact your Content Partner Manager. 

5.2.3.1 Tape or Edit Timeline 

For tape-based content, the following steps will create a digitized master, or mezzanine file, for 
delivery to Hulu: 
 

1. Capture footage as uncompressed as your system will allow 
2. Perform necessary edits  
3. Export using the specifications in Section 5.2.1 or 5.2.2 

5.2.3.2 Existing Digital File 

If a digitized master already exists, but is not an MPEG-2 or an Apple ProRes MOV, the 
following will help determine if the file can function as a mezzanine file for Hulu: 

1. Using Final Cut Pro, MediaInfo (http://mediainfo.sourceforge.net/en/Download) or 
QuickTime’s Movie Inspector, determine the specifications (bitrate, aspect ratio, audio 
requirements, and resolution) of your video. If the video is at or above the specifications 
listed in Sections 5.2.1 or 5.2.2, please contact your Content Partner Manager to 
arrange a test. 

2. If your source video is below the specifications listed in Sections 5.2.1 or 5.2.2, it may be 

necessary to recapture material from an earlier-generation source (such as tape, Film, 

HD master, etc.).   

http://mediainfo.sourceforge.net/en/Download
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5.3 Mezzanine Video - Formatting Specification 

5.3.1 Advertising Requirements - Television or Web Content 

The ideal placement for interstitial advertisement breaks in full-length TV content is the same 
location commercial breaks appeared during broadcast. When encoding full-length TV 
episodes, you must insert a 2-3 second silent, black slug at the commercial break locations. 
Please make sure that each black slug is inserted to be editorially pleasing to the viewer (apply 
fades to black or cuts to black as appropriate to the content). A timecode denoting the middle 
frame of each slug should be recorded in the <segments> section of the metadata XML. 

 
See Section 4.7 for details on segment-time formatting requirements. 
 
If the masters for the content do not have natural breaks as described above, you must contact 
your Content Partner Manager for assistance, otherwise the content may be rejected by the 
Quality Control (QC) team.  

5.3.1.1 Frequency / Number of Ad Breaks Required  

Please use the following “rules of thumb” when determining the frequency of ad breaks within 
television and web content: 
 

Content Length (minutes) Segments Required 

0-8 0 

8-15 1 

15-20 2 

20-30 3 or 4 

30-40 4 or 5 

40-50 5 or 6 

50-60 6 or 7 

60+ An ad break at least every 12-15 minutes 

 
Note: If the credits for your content occur within 3 minutes of the end of the video, please do 
not use the break immediately before the credits as one of your required segments. Content 
that contains this type of segment may be rejected. 
 

5.3.2  Advertising Requirements - Film Content 

Unlike TV content, Films do not require black slugs encoded into mezzanine files, however, it 
is required that frame accurate segment breaks be provided for the <segments> element in 

the metadata. The breaks should be provided every 12-15 minutes at natural transition points 
(in both the video and content flow).  Many partners have found using some of the DVD chapter 
breaks to be a helpful timesaver. 
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5.4 “Clean” Content Requirement - Avoiding Burn-ins 

Hulu requires clean video content. That is to say, avoid any burned-in content such as: slate, 
bars, tones, 2-pops, warnings, network logos, links to websites, or end cards that promote 
websites, airtimes, or any other promotional material. Any of these will cause the content to be 
rejected. 
 

• As noted in Section 5.2, letterboxed or pillarboxed material is not acceptable. All black 
bars / mattes should be cropped to remove to create a mezzanine video with active-
picture only (except as noted). 

• No head build (bars / tones / slate) or tail material (textless, value-add material, etc.) 
should be included. 

• Approximately 1/2 to 1 second of black should be included at the head of the file, just 
before program start, and tail of the file, just after last frame of program.  

 
If network bugs are permitted according to your content license agreement with Hulu, they will 
be served dynamically on individual videos. Coordinate with your Content Partner Manager for 
delivery of a network bug graphic. 
 

5.5 Redelivery of Content to Hulu 

5.5.1 Overview 

Quality is the backbone of Hulu. If delivered content does not meet Hulu’s quality standards, our 
Quality Control team will reject it. If an asset is rejected, a redelivery request will be made. After 
the reason for rejection has been corrected, please re-upload the video using the tools in 
Section 2.  

5.5.2 Redelivery Instructions 

When content is rejected, an automated email will be sent detailing the rejection reasons via the 
Content Portal user’s email address. If a rejection email is received, action is required to 
continue processing the asset: 

• Visit the Content Portal and select the asset in question to see rejection reasons.  

• Re-encode and re-upload your asset via your preferred transport method. 

• VERY IMPORTANT: Please ensure that the redelivered filename is appended with a 
version number. Without a visual, human-readable marker, it can be difficult for our 
quality control team to ensure the redelivered file is correct. For example: NBCU-
Heroes_Origins-01-001-How_To_Save_The_Cheerleader_v2.MPG 

• Once the asset has been redelivered, associate the video on the Asset details page in 
Content Portal (https://content.hulu.com/assets) under the Video tab. 

 
NOTE: Reasons for content rejection can be found in Appendix D. 
 
 
 
 

https://content.hulu.com/assets
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6  HULU CABLELABS METADATA SPECIFICATIONS 

6.1 Overview 

Metadata is required for each video delivered to Hulu. For those assets going to the Hulu 
DMVPD service only, Hulu utilizes a customized version of the CableLabs 1.1 XML Spec. 
 
For a breakdown of the CableLabs XML schema, please review the official CableLabs 
documentation. The remainder of this section will focus on the metadata Hulu requires and the 
formatting/restriction of Hulu’s custom fields. 
 
Updates to basic metadata values can be sent using the Hulu CableLabs Metadata Update 
specifications outlined in Section 6.4. 
 
Samples (for both C Window and Clean assets) of a Hulu formatted CableLabs 1.1 XMLs, and 
definitions of each XML element, can be found in Appendix B. 
 

6.2 Timecode Syntax 

A quick note regarding the format of timecodes for Hulu. Whether you are indicating Ad Pods or 
Ad Breaks (defined in Section 6.3.2.2 and 6.3.2.3 respectively), timecodes must be formatted 
correctly in the metadata to ensure they are registered properly. Each segment time must be 
written as such: 
 
HH:MM:SS;FF 
 
This is “drop-frame” format, which uses a colon between hours, minutes and seconds, and a 
semi-colon between seconds and frames. Use a comma to separate each timecode with no 
spaces in-between. Time should start at hour 0 (00:00:00;00). 
 
Ad Break Example: 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Breaks" 

Value="00:06:18;05,00:13:26;21,00:23:41;18"/> 

 
Ad Pod Example: 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" Value="00:06:18;05,00:09:18;05"/> 

  

https://apps.cablelabs.com/specification/cablelabs-asset-distribution-interface-specification-version-1-1-2/
https://apps.cablelabs.com/specification/cablelabs-asset-distribution-interface-specification-version-1-1-2/
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6.3 Custom Hulu Metadata Fields 

6.3.1 Custom Title Fields 
 

6.3.1.1 TMS IDs 

Hulu requires, wherever they exist and are available, the TMS ID (Gracenote ID) for both the 
program and series entities. These values are critical in ensuring the proper user experience of 
content on the Hulu service as well as integrating with TV schedule data. 
 
For an episode of Television, the series ID would contain the TMS ID for the series and the 
program ID would contain the TMS ID for the episode. 
 
For films or TV content without a TMS series ID, use the program ID tag to populate the 
appropriate TMS ID. For example, 
 
Do not populate TMS Series ID, and only populate: 
 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="TMS_Program_ID" Value="EP009311820243"/> 

 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="TMS_Program_ID" Value="MV008321120000"/> 

 

6.3.1.2 Series Description 

Since Hulu aggregates content onto Series/Film pages where possible, we require a description 
of the series that is evergreen and unique from that of the individual episode. For Series/Film 
descriptions, the following are required: 

• Descriptions should be written in full sentences and be grammatically correct. 
• Descriptions should not reference the video quality (e.g., “In HD”, “In Black and White”, 

etc). 
• Callouts to promotional material, other websites, or advertising should not be included 

(e.g., "Watch more on websiteX.com, “Brought to you by SponsorName”, etc). 
• Mentions of bonus materials, deleted scenes, commentary, etc. should be excluded. 
• Profanity should not be used in the descriptions. 
• All caps should not be used. 
• In fictional series or films, references to an actor’s name should be limited and only in 

conjunction with the character’s name.  In other words, avoid using the actor’s name in 
place of the characters.   

• Series/Film descriptions should be a general synopsis of the overall series and not refer 
to specific episodes or scenes. 

• Episode descriptions should describe the plot of that episode. 
• Do not use quotes or italics around series or film titles in the descriptions. 
• An actor’s name that is used in reference to a character’s name should be put in 

parentheses. 
• Exclude references to episode numbers, season numbers or air dates. 
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6.3.1.3 Season Number 

Season numbers help to aggregate content within a series. This value should be limited to an 
integer. For feature film content, submit the value “-1” in place of a season number. If you are 
unsure if your content needs or has a proper season number, reach out to your Content Partner 
Manager for details on correct formatting. 

6.3.1.4 Episode Number 

This is the original air date order of episodes within a season. If episodes are reaired, their 
episode number should not change from that of the original airing. Please also note that this 
should not be delivered as a production number of any combination of season and episode 
number.  
 
For example, the second episode of the third season of a series would have an episode number 
of 2, and not 302. 
 
If the content does not have an episode number, deliver as “-1”. If you are unsure if your content 
needs or has a proper episode number, reach out to your Content Partner Manager for details 
on correct formatting. 

6.3.1.5 Keywords 

The Hulu search engine uses keywords to aid in relevancy when users search for a term. 
Keywords are phrases, places, names, concepts, actors, themes, etc. that describe the content 
of the video. Only applicable keywords should be added to an asset’s keyword field, without 
repetition, and with each word or phrase separated by a comma. Nouns and verbs are the best 
keywords; adjectives and adverbs can be helpful. Avoid using conjunctions, pronouns, and 
prepositions. Keywords must be relevant to the individual video, not generic to the series.  
 
Common Mistakes 

● Do not use the series title or episode title as keywords. These fields are always used by 

our search engine and weighted differently 

● Do not use the channel or content brand name as keywords (e.g., FX, Bravotv.com) 

● Keep the names of individuals starring in or referenced by the content as single terms 

(i.e., do not use a comma - Benedict Cumberbatch vs. Benedict, Cumberbatch) 

● Only use keywords that are relevant to the video 

 
Example: Keywords for Alfred Hitchcock’s film, Rear Window: 
 
Correct keywords: 
alfred hitchcock, grace kelly, jimmy stewart, mystery, blackmail, bum, murder, photographer, 
broken leg, voyeur, neighbors, suspense 
 
Poor keywords: 
alfred,hitchcock,presents,mystery,blackmail,bum,muder,grace, kelly,jimmy,stewart Suspense, 
Alfred, Hitchcock, short stories, surprising, horror, comedy, suspense, supernatural 
 
NOTE: The keywords value is a string with a maximum limit of 1,024 characters. 
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6.3.1.6 Programming Type 

Each asset requires a value for Programming Type, i.e., the format of the content. This value is 
restricted to one of the following choices: 
 
Long-Form Content: If the video is more than 19 minutes in length, please select from the 
following content types: 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Full Episode Full-length television content (e.g. hour-long drama, half-hour 

sitcom) 

Full Game Full-length sporting event 

Full Movie Full-length feature film 

Special Special event that does not fall within other programming types 

 
Short-Form Content: If the video is less than 19 minutes in length, please first determine 
whether the content has associated long-form or not. 
 
If the Short-Form Content IS associated with Long-Form Content, reference the following 
content types: 
 
Clips: Content that is sampled from an associated piece of long-form content. 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Excerpt Short form clip taken from a longer piece of content 

Highlights Sporting event moment (e.g. top play, amazing catch, etc.) 

Performance Short-form musical performance 

Recap Overview of previous episodes (e.g., “Last week on…”) 

 
Promos: Content that promotes an associated piece of long-form content 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Behind the Scenes Bonus footage depicting the making of a show 

Current Preview Edited content promoting upcoming episode 

Sneak Peek Non-editorialized excerpt promoting an upcoming television show 

Teaser Trailer Early preview of upcoming film 

Trailer Preview of upcoming film 
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Independently Produced: Content that is associated with a long-form title but itself does not 
contain content that appeared in the long-form version. 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Behind the Scenes Bonus footage depicting the making of a show 

Commentary Interpretation/explanation of another piece of content 

(e.g., season, episode) 

Interview Interview with star of other content, news interview 

Outtake Bonus footage depicting unused take from full length 

content 

 
If the Short-Form Content IS NOT associated with any Long-Form Content, reference the below 
programming types: 
 
Native Short-Form: Content that has no associated long-form content. 
 

PROGRAMMING TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Full Episode Full-length television content (e.g. hour-

long drama, half-hour sitcom) 

Music Video Produced music video  

Short Film Short-form film content 

Web Exclusive Content produced specifically for 

consumption online 

 
The programming type value has a huge impact for the user experience including, but not 
limited to, the example list below: 
 

● Default advertising experiences vary based on long-form vs. short-form in conjunction 

with the overall length of a video 

● Auto-play behavior will play from one Full Episode to another over diverting to Excerpts 

● In certain UI’s, assets are filtered into carousels by bucketing programming types 

together 

 
Please contact your Content Partner Manager for how Programming Type may affect the 
representation of your content in the Hulu user experience. 
 

6.3.1.7 Original Premiere Date 

This field denotes the date that this piece of content premiered for the first time in its intended 
medium. It is not meant to be: 
 

● The re-air date of a program 

● The premiere date of a theatrical release film on TV 

● The date content was released for sale in a physical or digital medium 
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6.3.1.8 Metadata Language 

Hulu requires that a Content Partner submit the language of the metadata for an asset. A 
Spanish language program from Univision, for example, whose descriptive metadata and audio 
languages within the content are both Spanish, would send this value as: 
 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Metadata_Language" Value="es"/> 

6.3.1.9 External ID 

This denotes a Content Partner’s internal, unique ID for this piece of content. This ID will be 
utilized for third party ad serving needs.  It will also be included in financial and reporting data 
for tracking purposes.  
 
This is a string and is limited to 1000 characters. 
 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Content_ID" Value="123ABC456"/> 

 

6.3.2 Custom Movie Fields 
 

6.3.2.1 Ad Window 

This field identifies what advertising window the content is currently in, such as a “C3” window. 
This information is carried downstream and will be made available during metrics analysis. For 
this field please note that: 
 

● Only a video with burned in advertising elements can be within an Ad Window 

● A single asset must only have a single ad window. For example, an asset may not be 

delivered as a C3 asset and then be changed and extended to a C7 asset 

○ For assets that go through multiple windows, multiple distinct assets will need to 

be delivered 

● This field is limited to the values below: 

 
 

VALUE NAME DESCRIPTION 

C3 An asset in a C3 window. This asset should be set to expire 4 days out 
from broadcast. 

C7 An asset in a C7 window. This asset should be set to expire 8 days out 
from broadcast. 

C(Integer) An asset in a unique C Window where the number of days for the window 
is the Integer value. This asset should be set to expire Integer + 1 days 
out from broadcast. 
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6.3.2.2 Ad Pods 

For an asset where advertising is burned into the video, Hulu requires metadata indicating the 
unique start/stop timecodes of each ad pod. In the example below, the asset delivered contains 
4 ad pods: 
 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" Value="00:02:18;05,00:05:18;05"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" Value="00:08:46;32,00:10:25;36"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" Value="00:15:16;56,00:16:51;00"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" Value="00:20:40;12,00:22:19;20"/> 

 

Please note, do not send an “opening” ad pod with a timecode of 
“00:00:00;00,00:00:00;00” as Hulu will apply pre-roll advertising automatically based on 
content length. 
 
Also note, an asset may have Ad Pods or Ad Breaks, but never both. 

6.3.2.3 Ad Breaks 

As opposed to Ad Pods, Ad Break information informs Hulu of where there is no longer any 
burned in advertising, but where dynamic advertising should now be served. It is sent as a 
single tag with a string of timecode values inside. 
 
<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Breaks" 

Value="00:06:18;05,00:13:26;21,00:23:41;18"/> 

 

As noted in the Ad Pods section, a single asset may contain Ad Pods or Ad Breaks, but not 
both. 

6.4 Hulu CableLabs Metadata Update 

Once an asset has been delivered with a unique Package Asset ID, Hulu provides the ability to 
update basic metadata values, using the specifications below, allowing for common workflow 
scenarios like updating asset availability or replacing videos entirely. If you cannot meet these 
specifications, reach out to your Content Partner Manager for details on using the Hulu Content 
Portal for your update needs. 
 

6.4.1 Overview 

Updates can only be performed on assets that are either under review or have been approved. 
Assets that have been rejected by the Hulu Quality Control team should follow the redelivery 
guidelines outlined by your Content Partner Manager. 
 
The following elements are permitted to be updated: 

1. External ID (Ad_Content_ID) 
2. Availability Window (Licensing Window) 
3. Keywords 
4. Original Premiere Date 
5. Short Description (Summary Short) 
6. Title (Episode Name) 
7. TMS Program ID 
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By editing these values you can accomplish the following scenarios, which are described below 
in more detail: Metadata Update, Asset Takedown, and Video Replacement. The Asset ID 
within the Package element is key to performing updates. The XML snippet provided here has 
the Asset ID highlighted for reference: 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

<ADI> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="package" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD"  

Name="Metadata_Spec_Version"  

Value="CableLabsVOD1.1"/> 

</Metadata> 

 
Refer to Section 14.4.2 for CableLabs metadata update XML samples. Please note that your 
Content Partner Manager may wish to confirm or discuss significant updates on content before 
approval. 
 

6.4.2 Metadata Update Workflow 

To update any of the above metadata elements, please submit an XML only delivery. Within the 
XML, please deliver the same Asset ID within the Package element. No other deliverables 
should be submitted. Using the identical Asset ID, Hulu will automatically compare the values in 
the new XML file to that of the initial asset and perform the updates. 
 

6.4.3 Asset Takedown Workflow 

To takedown an asset (which was previously delivered and approved by Hulu) with the intention 
of no longer allowing the asset to be available on the Hulu service, please submit an XML only 
delivery. Within the XML, please deliver the same Asset ID within the Package element. The 
only update in the XML is licensing window dates that exist in the past or immediate future. No 
other deliverables should be submitted. Using the identical Asset ID, Hulu will automatically 
compare the values in the new XML file to that of the initial asset and perform the takedown. 
 

6.4.4 Video Replacement Workflow 

To replace a video (which was previously delivered and approved by Hulu), please submit a 
new asset package with the video. Within the XML, please deliver a new, unique Asset ID within 
the Package element. If the video you wish to replace is currently live on the service, submit an 
Asset Takedown XML for the initial video to expire it from the service. 
 
In order to prevent a lapse in availability, please allow a minimum of 48 hours processing time of 
the replacement video before the takedown on the initial asset is applied. Please send the Asset 
Takedown and Replacement at the same time, where the takedown has a licensing window end 
date (a minimum of) 48 hours in the future. 
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6.5 Hulu SVOD XML Update Workflow Overview 

For DMVPD partners delivering with the Hulu SVOD XML Specification, once an asset has been 
delivered with a unique packageID, Hulu provides the ability to update basic metadata values, 

using the specifications below, allowing for common workflow scenarios like updating asset 
availability or replacing videos entirely. If you cannot meet these specifications, reach out to 
your Content Partner Manager for details on using the Hulu Content Portal for your update 
needs. 
 
Updates can only be performed on assets that are either under review or have been previously 
delivered and approved by Hulu. Assets that have been rejected by the Hulu Quality Control 
team should follow the redelivery guidelines outlined by your Content Partner Manager. 
 
The following elements are permitted to be updated: 
 

1. External ID 
2. Availability Window 
3. Keywords 
4. Original Premiere Date 
5. Short Description 
6. Title 
7. TMS Program ID 

 
By editing these values you can accomplish the following scenarios, which are described below 
in more detail: Metadata Update, Asset Takedown, and Video Replacement. The packageID 

element is key to performing updates.  
 
Please note that your Content Partner Manager may wish to confirm or discuss significant 
updates on content before approval. 
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The workflows are as follows: 
 

Metadata Update • Partner delivers an XML ONLY with the 
intention of updating any of the above elements. 
No other files are delivered. 

• Partner's packageID must be the SAME as the 
previous asset's ID. 

Asset Takedown • Partner delivers an XML ONLY with the 
intention of no longer allowing the asset to be 
available on the Hulu service. No other files are 
delivered. 

• The only update in the XML is availability dates 
that exist in the past or immediate future. 

• Partner's packageID must be the SAME as the 
previous asset's ID. 

Video Replacement • Partner delivers a new asset package (including 
a new video file) with the intention of swapping 
out or replacing the existing video of the 
currently live asset. 

• Partner must also send an "Asset Takedown" in 
order to expire the previously delivered asset. 

• In order to prevent a lapse in availability, please 
allow a minimum of 48 hours processing time of 
the replacement asset before the takedown on 
the initial asset is applied.  

• Partner's redelivery packageID must 
be DIFFERENT than the previous asset's ID 
and availability window end date (a minimum of) 
48 hours in the future. 

 
Example Workflow: 
 

1. An episode of a series is delivered with a packageID of ABCD1234 

2. A change is desired to both the description of the video as well as its availability within 
the SVOD Window 

3. A new XML is generated utilizing the same packageID of ABCD1234 and delivered to 

the same location as the previously delivered file. This new XML contains the desired 
description and the revised availability within the SVOD window. All other data must be 
identical to the original XML delivery 

4. Once received, Hulu will initiate updates of the description and availability 
 
For more information on updating video or artwork, please contact your Content Partner 
Manager. 
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7 HULU CABLELABS VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS 

The Mezzanine Video is a required deliverable and must be referenced in the metadata XML. It 
is Hulu’s goal to provide the highest-quality content available online. In order to ensure this 
quality bar is maintained, we require a high-quality mezzanine file for each video, from which 
transcodes can be created to serve both current and future viewing environments. Delivering a 
high-quality mezzanine file ensures that your content will look as pristine as possible on the site 
today, and ensure you don’t need to deliver that content again in order to take advantage of 
Hulu’s ever-expanding distribution network.   
 
For C Window assets Hulu can accept the CableLabs Mezzanine Encoding Specification:  
OC-SP-MEZZANINE-C01-161026. 
 
For post-C Window assets, Hulu requires delivering to the SVOD Video Specifications outlined 
in Section 5.  
 
If delivered content does not meet Hulu’s quality standards, our Quality Control team will reject 
it. If an asset is rejected, a redelivery request will be made. Reasons for rejection can be 
referenced in Appendix D. 

https://apps.cablelabs.com/specification/mezzanine-encoding-specification/
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8 CLOSED CAPTIONING / SUBTITLES SPECIFICATIONS 

Offering closed captions and subtitles is a very important part of the Hulu user experience. In 
addition to supporting our deaf and hard of hearing viewers, captions and subtitle files will 
improve visibility of your content. Effective April 1, 2016, captions are required for all “long 
form” content available for our users and Hulu will not publish any such asset without them. 
 
A “long form” asset is defined as: a singular “full” TV or Film asset (including all content whose 
Programming Type is in the group Full Episode, Full Movie, Miniseries, or Concert) or any 
content not in these Programming Types, but whose length is over 19 minutes, including assets 
from Web Original Series or Specials. 
 

Failing to adhere to any of the guidelines set out below may result in your caption file being 
rejected for not conforming to technical specifications and will require adjustment and redelivery. 
 

If you fail to deliver captions for any content as required in Section 8 prior to its scheduled 
availability on the Hulu service, or your caption files are rejected two times for failing to conform 
with the technical specifications in this section, Hulu reserves the right to create captions for you 
and either deduct costs of such captions from any payments owed to you or invoice you for 
such costs. These costs will include any vendor and operational costs incurred in the creation of 
these captions. 
 

8.1 Captioning for Hulu DMVPD 

In the CableLabs 1.1 XML schema, sidecar caption deliveries are not explicitly defined. 
Wherever possible, Hulu prefers that caption files be sent as separate files from the video and 
that a similar metadata structure to image and video files is used. 
 
A sample of a sidecar closed caption file reference is below. 
 
<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="caption" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Content_CheckSum" 

Value="6F60296D67DE65A59DF8A3DA69EC992B"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Type" Value="caption"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Content Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.xml.tt"/> 

</Asset> 

 
However, if your workflow does not support the delivery of sidecar captions, they may be 
delivered embedded within the video per the CableLabs guidelines (OC-SP-CEP3.0-I05-
151104). 
 
Please note that this allowance is for content being made available on the Hulu DMVPD service 
only. Content meant for the Hulu SVOD service requires sidecar caption files at the 
specifications and formatting listed in Section 8.2. 
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8.2 Accepted Formats and Technical Guidelines 

• The caption or subtitle file must be referenced in the metadata XML 
• Hulu requires “pop-on” or “roll-up” captions for all submissions. Hulu does not support or 

accept “paint-on” caption formats. 
• Timed Text formats are preferred. By using Timed Text files we are able to standardize 

our captions and subtitles experience across Hulu.  
o When delivering an XML-based caption file, please append *.tt to the filename 

(i.e. “Captions.tt” or “Captions.xml.tt”). More information on this format can be 
found here: http://www.w3.org/TR/ttaf1-dfxp 

• Accepted formats and file extensions: 
o SMPTE-TT (*.tt) 
o TTML (*.tt) 
o DFXP (*.dfxp or *.tt) 
o SAMI (*.smi) 
o SRT (*.srt) 
o SCC (*.scc) 
o STL (*.stl) 

• Only UTF-8 encoding is accepted 
• Captions should use the same frame rate as the mezzanine video 
• Duration requirement: Captions must remain onscreen for a minimum of 10 frames 
• Timecode should begin at hour zero, instead of at hour one 
• When possible, please do not deliver hard subtitles (videos with text burned-in or 

embedded). Contact your Content Partner Manager for details. 

8.3 Quality Compliance Requirements 

• Captions should be synced and cover the full duration  
• Line Break Guidelines: Placement of line breaks should be placed according to proper 

grammatical breaks and natural phrasing 
• Special Characters Guidelines: Special characters should all be correctly coded to the 

specifications of the caption format 
• Profanity Guidelines: Captions should be consistent with audio. If profanity is audible, it 

should be included in the captions; if profanity or slang have been censored, this should 
be indicated in captions 

• Sound effects should be captioned when necessary to the understanding of the media 
• Captions for music should include references to the title and artist whenever possible 
• Lyrics should be enclosed by musical notes at the beginning and end of each line 
• Captions can include up to three lines of text per timecode and 32 characters per line 
• Text may be mixed case or upper case, but should remain consistent throughout each 

episode, with exceptions for emphasis or off-screen narration/dialogue 
• The delivered caption files are required to be in the same language as the video for 

English and Spanish-language content. For Spanish-language content, delivering both 
Spanish and English captions is preferred.  

 

NOTE: Caption examples can be found in Appendix C 
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9 ART SPECIFICATIONS 

Hulu requires high-resolution image files for each television series, film, channel (your network 
brand on Hulu), and promotional artwork in order to generate a high quality and engaging 
experience.  
 
In 2017, Hulu introduced a new user interface with different art requirements. However, we are 
still supporting the legacy interface for SVOD content. As such, Hulu currently needs two sets of 
artwork for different devices and design interfaces. The new art requirements are listed below in 
Section 9.1 New UI Art and Section 9.2 Legacy UI Art. 
 
Please note: Your content will not launch until all required art deliverables have been 
received. Hulu reserves the right to delete any asset that remains incomplete, such as 
missing art deliverables, after 90 days of the initial delivery. 
 

9.1 New UI Art 

Hulu’s New UI is visually-driven and designed to draw the viewer deeper into your content and 
create a lasting impression. To that end, we require high resolution imagery and assets in order 
to provide an immersive and impactful viewing experience.  
 

• Hulu prefers to receive these files in a PSD format, however JPGs are acceptable.  

• PSD Templates: https://hulu.box.com/v/Hulu-UI-Templates 

• Delivery: Upload via DF Studio (link provided by Hulu’s Creative Services Team). For 
more details, please contact your Content Partner Manager. 

 

9.1.1 Series & Film Art 

The New UI specifications for both Series and Films are the same - three pieces of art are 
required for both. Hulu prefers one PSD of each size (3) for both Series or Films. The templates 
include the safety areas for the new interface. 
 
The following are general guidelines about the art assets: 

• Format: PSD Key Art unflattened layered–4K assets preferred, 2K acceptable.  

• Title treatment on a separate layer and not embedded in the file. 

• Artwork should be on a smart object layer so we can scale image to background so that 
talent is not covered by the UI. 

• For an English and Spanish language version of a series or film, there should be 
separate PSD artwork for the Spanish language version. 

• If PSDs are not available, JPGs are acceptable. 
  

https://hulu.box.com/v/Hulu-UI-Templates
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The Horizontal Hero, Vertical Hero, and Horizontal Program Tile is required. 

 

Art Type Resolution at 300 ppi 
Aspect 
Ratio Requirements 

Horizontal Hero 

3840 x 2160px (recommended) 
1920 x 1080px (minimum) 
PSD preferred 16:9 

No title. Main focal area: Right half of 
the screen. Please see templates for UI 
placement.  

Vertical Hero 

3800 x 5700px 
(recommended)  
1440 x 2160px (minimum) 
PSD preferred 2:3 

No title. Main focal area: Middle-Top 
third of the screen. Please see 
templates as various device UIs overlay 
the image differently.  

 Horizontal 
Program Tile 

3840 x 2160px (recommended) 
1920 x 1080px (minimum) 
PSD preferred 16:9 

Include title. Main focal area: Center of 
the screen, title treatment on separate 
layer. Please see templates for UI 
placement. 

Vertical Program 
Tile 

3800 x 5700px 
(recommended)  
1440 x 2160px (minimum) 
PSD preferred 2:3 

Include title. Main focal area: Center of 
the screen, title treatment on separate 
layer. Art fills frame completely, similar 
to Movie Poster Art.  

 
 
 

 
Horizontal Hero is used as the background of the Show Page and it could also be used as a Cover 
Story image for a dynamically generated recommendation. 
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Horizonal Hero used as a Cover Story image on Home.  
 
 
 

    
Vertical Hero is used as the background of the details page on a mobile device and it could also 
be used as a Cover Story image for a dynamically generated recommendation.  
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Program Tile is used in browse scenarios and collections. Network branding will be applied 
dynamically. 

 

9.1.2 Brand/Network Logo 

The following are general guidelines about the logo assets: 

• The logo should make maximum use of either the horizontal or vertical space depending 
on the natural orientation of the logo and should be cropped to exclude all remaining 
unused space. 

• Vector files are preferred (.eps, .ai, or .svg) using the PSD Templates. Otherwise, PNGs 
at the following specs are acceptable: 500x500 pixels 

 
 

Art Type Resolution at 300 ppi Aspect Ratio Requirements 

Network Logo 
500 x 500px – aligned to 
bottom left 1:1 

A full color version of your brand’s 
logo on a transparent background.  

Network Logo 
Dark 

500 x 500px – aligned to 
bottom left 1:1 

A full color version of your brand’s 
logo intended for use on a white 
or light colored background 

Network 
Watermark 

500 x 500px – aligned to 
bottom left 1:1 

A 100% white version of your 
brand’s logo on a transparent 
background 

Network 
Watermark Dark 

500 x 500px – aligned to 
bottom left 1:1 

A 100% black version of your 
brand’s logo on a transparent 
background 

Network Tile 
3840 x 2160px – aligned 
center 16:9 

A full color version of your logo on 
a full color branded background 
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Template for cropping and formatting logos.  
 
 

        
Network Logo (left side) and Network Logo Dark (right side) is used to more actively brand 
content dynamically as well as brand the network’s Hub. It can appear on Show Pages, on a 
Program Tile or on an Episode Thumbnail.  

 
 
 

          
Network Watermark (left side) and Network Watermark Dark (right side) is used to subtly brand 
content dynamically. It can appear on a Details Page, on Cover Stories, or on a Program 
Thumbnail.  
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The Network Tile is used in search and browse.  

 

9.1.3 Promotional and Marketing Materials 

In addition to the Series and Film art requirements, Hulu often requires additional elements to 
support promotional campaigns both on- and off-site.  These promotional materials include, but 
are not limited to, episodic images, gallery images, and promotional videos (such as Interviews, 
Behind the Scenes, Pro-Res video with split track audio files and cleared music, camera 
footage, etc).  Additional required promotional elements and specifications will be shared with 
you by your Content Partner Manager and Hulu Marketing representatives. 
 

9.2 Legacy UI Art 

Hulu requires high-resolution image files for each television series, film, and channel (your 
network brand on Hulu) in order to generate high quality, engaging pages. Your content will not 
launch until all required art deliverables have been received. 
 
If a title is delivered in both English and Spanish language, two sets of art is needed. For the 
Spanish language version, the artwork should denote that the title is “en Español”.  
 
The following are general guidelines about all art assets: 

• All images should be delivered in JPG format, uncompressed, and saved at the highest 
possible quality (in Photoshop: Maximum Quality - 100). 

• Please deliver all images at 300 dpi (in Photoshop: web standard). 

• The Series, Film, or Company title should be included in all image filenames except the 
promotional Masthead Art. 

• Delivery: Upload via the Content Portal, see Section 3.2 for reference. 

• PSD Templates: https://hulu.box.com/v/Hulu-UI-Templates 

• Examples and templates to help you create Key Art, Master Art and Masthead Art for 
Hulu can be found in the Content Portal Help Section: 
https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#artspecificationslegacyui 

 
 
 
 

https://hulu.box.com/v/Hulu-UI-Templates
https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#artspecificationslegacyui
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9.2.1 Series Art 

For all TV series, sports, music videos, and web originals, the files below are required. 
 

Art Type Resolution at 300 ppi Aspect Ratio Requirements 

Key Art 2048 x 768px JPG  16:6 Image includes title 

Master Art 600 x 338px JPG  16:9 Image includes title 
 

 
Series Key Art is displayed on Series pages. 

 

 
Series Master Art is displayed on site trays, in search results, and on devices. 
 

9.2.1.1 Network Logo Integration 

Integration of Network Logos on Key Art and/or Master Art is optional, not required. Network 
Logos can be placed on the art if the following guidelines are met: 
 

• Only one network logo can be used and no additional text should be added, other than the 
series or film title 

• The network logo must be the same lockup/style as the primary 

• Logo must be the same for every show, however an alternate network logo can be used if 
the primary doesn’t provide enough contrast on lighter or darker images 
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• Don’t use logos with additional messaging as this may change from season to season (e.g., 
A&E Be Original) 

• Logo must be on a transparent background  

• Logo should not cover talent face or show title 

• Must be placed over show art (no background fill or bar) 

• Maintain consistent sizing of logo across all shows 

• Positioned in lower right corner with equal padding to the right and below 

9.2.1.1.1 Guidelines for Network Logo Integration into Key Art 

• For all Key Art (2048x768), the maximum size for a company logo within key art is 
225x100px. A logo may exist anywhere inside of the 166px left/right and 176px top borders. 

• The title and company logo cannot lie within 166px of the left/right borders and 176px of the 
top border of the image. If either appears inside of those borders, it will be cut off and/or the 
image will be rejected.  

9.2.1.1.2 Guidelines for Network Logo Integration into Master Art 

• For all Master Art (600x338), use consistent spacing of 20 pixels padding on each side to 
the right and below the company logo. Canvas can be a maximum 55x40px (exception for 
wide logos is 170x25px). Format your logo to maximize the vertical or horizontal space and 
then trim the asset at the edges. 

• A wide logo can be used if a natural square version doesn’t exist 

• Opacity is 75% when using white (#FFFFFF) 

• Opacity is 25% when using black (#000000) 

• Align Right-Bottom 
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9.2.2 Film Art 

Art Type esolution at 300 ppi Aspect Ratio Requirements 

Key Art 2048 x 768px JPG  16:6 Image includes title 

Master Art 600 x 338px JPG  16:9 Image includes title  

Movie Poster Art 694 x 1000px JPG 2:3 
Image includes title only, no 
company/network logo 

 

 
Film Key Art is displayed on Series pages. 

 

 
Film Master Art is displayed on site trays, in search results, and on devices. 
 

 
Movie Poster Art is displayed on site trays and in search results. 
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9.2.3 Company Art 

Art Type Resolution at 300 ppi Aspect Ratio Requirements 

Key Art 2048 x 768px JPG 16:6 No URLs 

Master Art 600 x 338px JPG 16:9 No URLs 

 

 
Company Key Art is displayed on Network pages. 

 

 
Company Master Art is displayed on site trays, in search results, and on devices. 

 

9.2.4 Promotional Masthead Art 

Masthead and title treatment art may be required and, in any case, are highly recommended 
and are used for masthead promotion. Promotional art should be delivered via email to Creative 
Services. 

Masthead art is displayed on the Hulu homepage and landing pages, and title treatment art is 
used for promotions on devices. It should be a representative episodic image with no series 
logo or network bug.  
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Art Type Resolution at 300 ppi Aspect Ratio Requirements 

Masthead Art 2048 x 768px 16:6 

Episodic image with no 
series title and no text 
or network bug 

 
The following are general guidelines to follow when creating masthead art: 

• The main focal area should lie in the center of the image. It may help to think of this 
perspective as “taking one step back” from the main focal area. 

• Any area of the image that intrudes on the 176px top margin and 500px left and right 
margins could be covered by a text overlay or header. 

• Any area of the image that lies within 292px of the left border may be cropped on some 
interfaces. 

• No logos or bugs should be included on the image. 

• Please deliver all images at 300 ppi (in Photoshop: web standard). 

• Image should not be excessively gory, bloody, violent or overtly sexual 
o Weapons should not be pointed directly at people 
o People should be fully clothed 

 

9.2.5 Logo Art for Dynamic Tune-in and Bugs 

Network Logo art is used for Dynamic Tune-ins, Overlay Bugs, and may be used in some 
promotional displays on devices. Please provide a grayscale, PNG format company logo to the 
specifications outlined below: 
 

• The canvas can be maximum 220x220px. Format your logo to maximize the vertical or 
horizontal space and then cut the logo at the edges. See example. 

• Opacity should be 100% 

• No Padding around logo 

• Logo color = #FFFFFF (white)* 

• Format has to be PNG 32bit with alpha 

• Resolution should be 300 ppi 

• Align Left 
 
 

                             
*Please note that logos used in this example are in black for readability but should be delivered in 
white on a transparent background. 

 
Examples of where these logos are placed in tune-ins and on the video player can be found in 
the Content Portal Help Section: 
https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#artspecificationslegacyui 

https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#artspecificationslegacyui
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9.2.6 Video Thumbnails 

The thumbnail graphics displayed on the site for each episode, clip, and film is an optional 
delivery. If you do not reference a thumbnail in the metadata and do not upload the thumbnail 
with the asset package, Hulu will select or create a thumbnail for the video. 
 
If a thumbnail is to be delivered, follow these guidelines when choosing the thumbnail to 
represent the content: 

• The minimum allowable resolution for a thumbnail image is 16:9 at 1920x1080. The 
thumbnail images are scaled down by Hulu into a variety of different sizes for various 
uses. 

• Images must be submitted as either JPEG (.jpg) or PNG (.png) 
• The thumbnail image should be unique for each asset and derived from the video. 
• Image should represent the subject matter of the episode (i.e., the character around 

whom the episode centers). 
• Don’t include spoilers in the thumbs (e.g., exclude the lineup of remaining contestants on 

competition shows). 
• Avoid thumbnails that have burned-in network bugs or text (e.g., lower third titles). 
• Provide a full bleed image with no black bars at top/bottom or left/right. 
• Thumbnails should be bright and clear enough to understand the subject matter with a 

brief glance. 
• If possible, position the focal point within the upper two-thirds of the image to avoid being 

covered by overlaid text. 
• Do not use close-ups of faces (close-up images do not scale well for some distribution 

partners). 
• Thumbnails must be appropriate for all audiences, regardless of the content 

they represent. Please exclude sexually explicit, violent, or potentially offensive imagery. 

Examples of good thumbnails and things to avoid can be found in the Content Portal Help 
Section: https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#artspecificationslegacyui 

  

 

https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#artspecificationslegacyui
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10 TRAILERS 

As part of a continuing effort to provide world-class features for our users, a trailer is required for 
each Series or Film that is delivered to Hulu. The trailer should be a preview or sneak peek of a 
TV season or feature film.  If a trailer is not available, please contact your Content Partner 
Manager. 

Below are guidelines regarding the delivery of trailers: 

• A full, separate asset package should be delivered for the trailer (metadata, mezzanine 
video, thumbnail image (optional), and subtitles when applicable)  

• Trailer should be delivered using the same series title as the Series or Film  

• Title should be delivered as “<Film Title> - Trailer” (e.g. “The Avengers - Trailer”)  

• If additional trailers exist, please use the naming convention above, appending the 
number of the trailer to the title (e.g. “The Avengers – Trailer 2”)  

• In the metadata, set Programming Type to “Trailer” 

• Ad breaks should be omitted  

• Art is only required for Trailers if art for the Series or Film does not already exist on Hulu. 
Art from the existing asset will be used if it is available. 
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11 DYNAMIC TUNE-IN 

Content Providers for Hulu SVOD can add a tune-in message for TV series currently on-air in 
the US. Tune-ins are dynamic pieces of content that include the series name, air time, and the 
Network on which the series airs.  These tune-ins play prior to all Full Episodes and at the end 
of clip content.  Tune-in day/time information can be updated by selecting the series 
at https://content.hulu.com/series and clicking on the Tune-In tab in the left-hand 
navigation.  The title and network are dynamically displayed. To enhance the tune-in, Hulu can 
add a video element which is described below in Section 11.1. 

For logo specifications, please reference Section 9.2.5 Logo Art for Dynamic Tune-Ins and 
Bugs. 
  

11.1 Tune-In Pre-Roll Video 

11.1.1 Summary 

The dynamic tune-in messaging can be enhanced by adding a video element to the tune-in 
card. Here's an example of the tune-in messaging with and without the added video element. 

 
Dynamic Tune-in without added element. 

 

Dynamic Tune-in with added element. 

https://content.hulu.com/series
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It is preferable that Hulu choose a video to use for the tune-in message but the Content Partner 

may request to use a specific video. 

If the Content Partner wishes to specify a video to use, Hulu prefers they choose a location from 

within a video asset already delivered to Hulu (e.g. a specific timecode from a Full Episode).  
Alternately, the Content Partner may submit a separate asset for consideration, as long as it 
meets the specifications outlined below.  Please note that Hulu reserves the right to reject a 
submitted video for this use if it does not meet technical or creative specifications. 
 

11.1.2 Tune-In Pre-Roll Video Specifications 

• Must be a continuous shot no longer than :05 

• Must meet the mezzanine video specifications outlined in Section 5 

• Video must not include any text overlay 

• Must avoid any dialogue/lip movement 

• Should feature a main character(s) or pivotal moment from the show, but should not be a 

plot spoiler 

• Must contain negative space on the left-hand side of the frame. This is where the show title, 

tune in message and network logo appear over a transparent background 

• Ideally, the clip specified will include a portion of the theme song. If the theme song doesn’t 

work, we typically add generic audio that matches the tone of the show 

     

Example of a good video (Note that the title overlay is not part of the video but an example of 

where the tune-in text will be displayed) 
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12 NETWORK PRE-ROLL VIDEO 

Network providers of SVOD content can include a 3-4 second video clip which is used for 
network identification and played as a pre-roll to video content. This element is optional with the 
following guidelines and specifications: 

12.1 Network Pre-roll Video Specifications 

• 3-4 seconds in length (anything longer than 4 seconds will be rejected) 

• Cannot be specific to a series  

• No text, URLs, or additional overlays allowed (must truly be a network pre-roll)  

• High definition file format in .mpg or .mov – must meet the requirements of our 
mezzanine specifications found in Section 5 

• Mixed audio track is required for all videos, even if audio is silent 



The pre-roll MUST be a separate file from the content Mezz files (cannot be stitched to head of 
mezzanine video) and should be delivered to the regular network delivery folder via Aspera.  
 
Once delivered, please contact your Content Partner Manager to have it put in place. Please 
note that updates or removals of Network pre-rolls should also be coordinated through your 
Content Partner Manager.  
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13 Appendix A – Hulu SVOD XML Examples 

13.1 Special Characters 

Please see the list below of special character mappings for XML: 
 

&lt; <  less than 

&gt; >  greater than 

&amp; &  ampersand  

&apos; '  apostrophe 

&quot; "  quotation mark 

  
Note: Only the characters "<" and "&" are strictly illegal in XML. Apostrophes, quotation marks 
and greater than signs are legal, but it is a good habit to replace them.  
 

13.2 Hulu SVOD XML Sample 

Below is an example of a well-formed Version 5.0 metadata XML. There are two main sections, 
<metadata> and <files>. The <metadata> section defines all relative metadata and 

contains four sub-sections: <series>, <season>, <video> & <availability>. The 

<files> section defines the references to the other deliverables. 

 
NOTE: In Versions 4 and above of the Hulu schema, the <metadata> section utilizes the 

attributes text_language and region to designate the language and region for that 

metadata. This is to accommodate languages and regions beyond English, US.  The <files> 

section similarly uses audio_language and region to specify the spoken language of the 

video and the intended region.  For US distribution, region should always be set to “US”.  The 

value for text_language could either be "en" or "es" to represent English or Spanish 

languages, respectively. For audio_language values, most ISO-639-1 two-letter codes are 

supported. 
 
For more information on each XML Element, consult Section 13.3 - Version 5.0 XML Elements 
Defined. 
 
<content xmlns:xsi=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="HuluMetadataV5.xsd" version="5"  

packageID=”ABCD1234”> 

  <metadata text_language="en" region="US"> 

    <!-- Begin Series Info --> 

    <series> 

      <title>24</title> 

      <description>Kiefer Sutherland stars as Jack Bauer in this unique 

television series in which the entire season takes place in one 

day</description> 

      <primaryCategory>Action and Adventure</primaryCategory> 

      <additionalCategories> 

        <category>Drama</category> 

      </additionalCategories> 

      <channel>FOX</channel> 

 <!-- Below is the TMS ID for a TV Series --> 

 <tms_series_id>SH004466040000</tms_series_id> 

    </series> 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
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    <!-- End Series Info --> 

    <!-- Begin Season Info --> 

    <season> 

      <seasonNumber>7</seasonNumber> 

      <seasonSynopsis>Jack Bauer is back</seasonSynopsis> 

      <tuneinInformation>Monday at 9:00/8:00c on Fox</tuneinInformation> 

    </season> 

    <!-- End Season Info --> 

    <!-- Begin Video Info --> 

    <video> 

      <mediaType>TV</mediaType> 

      <title>1:00 AM - 2:00 AM</title> 

      <episodeNumber>18</episodeNumber> 

      <rating>TV-14</rating> 

      <contentRatingReason>V<contentRatingReason/> 

      <description>Kim Bauer makes a highly anticipated return.</description> 

      <fullDescription>Jack Bauer endures the elements and fights on to 

prevent an attack that could change the country forever. As the catastrophic 

blow to the nation nears, Tony Almeida operates from the field and Kim Bauer 

(guest star Elisha Cuthbert), who was last seen in Season Five, returns. 

Meanwhile, the stakes are raised when the administration is faced with a 

blackmail scenario.</fullDescription> 

      <copyright>2009 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation</copyright> 

      <keywords>ctu, terrorism, senate, agent, airstrike, Elisha Cuthbert, 

terminal illness, dying, daughter</keywords> 

      <programmingType>Full Episode</programmingType> 

      <externalId>7AFF18</externalId> 

      <originalPremiereDate>2009-04-13</originalPremiereDate> 

 <!-- Below is the TMS ID for an episode of TV or for a Feature Film --> 

 <tms_program_id>EP004466040180</tms_program_id> 

    </video> 

    <!-- End Video Info--> 

    <!-- Begin Availability Info--> 

    <availability> 

        <window type="FVOD"> 
            <start>2017-01-14T00:00:00</start> 
            <end>2017-01-21T00:00:00</end> 

        </window> 

     <window type="SVOD"> 

            <start>2017-01-07T00:00:00</start> 
            <end>2017-09-01T00:00:00</end> 
        </window> 

        <window type="MPVOD"> 
            <start>2017-01-06T00:00:00</start> 

            <end>2017-02-06T00:00:00</end> 
        </window> 
    </availability> 

    <!-- End Availability Info--> 

  </metadata> 

  <files audio_language="en" region="US"> 

    <file> 

      <fileType>Mezzanine video</fileType> 

      <fileName>TwentyFour_S7_E18_7AFF18.mpg</fileName> 

<segments>00:13:17;18,00:23:01;17,00:30:28;04,00:37:10;21 

      </segments> 

      <md5hash>44e10af6b72a20991b14ecfd864f361c</md5hash> 

    </file> 
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    <file> 

      <fileType>Mezzanine thumbnail</fileType> 

      <fileName>TwentyFour_S7_E18_7AFF18.jpg</fileName> 

    </file> 

    <file> 

      <fileType>Text</fileType> 

      <fileName>TwentyFour_S7_E18_7AFF18.smi</fileName> 

    </file> 

  </files> 

</content> 

 

13.3 Hulu SVOD XML Elements Defined 

The following table lists each metadata element, its definition, and any restrictions for that 
element (acceptable list of values, character limits, etc.). The required column indicates those 
elements that are required in the XML. The description / constraints column includes: 
 

1. A definition of the element 
2. A description of what value to include for the element 
3. Syntactical restrictions on that element, if any (e.g. <episodeNumber> can only be a 

number)  
4. Constraints on the value (e.g. <rating> is restricted to MPAA, ESRB, and TV ratings.) 

 
 
The XML should follow these important encoding guidelines: 

• All titles and descriptions should contain UTF-8 encoded characters 

• VERY IMPORTANT: If the metadata is edited in any way by hand (not recommended), 
do not use any Rich Text Format or Microsoft Word-style processors. These types of 
word processors embed formatting information that will cause the XML to be malformed. 

 

ELEMENT REQUIRED DESCRIPTION / CONSTRAINTS 

<content 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/200

1/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="H

uluMetadataV5.xsd" version="5" 

packageID=”ABCD1234”> Yes 

Opening content Element 
 
Denotes Version 5 
 
Begins the XML and defines the XML Schema to 
validate against. 
 
Includes packageID, a unique ID value for this 
asset which can later be used for xml update 
workflows. 
 
This is a string limited to 20 chars 

<metadata text_language="en" 

region="US"> Yes 

Opening metadata element 
 
Begins the descriptive portion of the XML.   
 
text_language is used to designate metadata 
language and region used to designate 
distribution region (in example at left, “en” for 
English and “US” for US) 

<series> Yes 

Opening series Element 
 
Begins the series descriptive portion of the XML. 
Only a single opening series element can be 
defined. 
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ELEMENT REQUIRED DESCRIPTION / CONSTRAINTS 

<title>24</title> Yes 

title (within the series element) 
 
This is the Series Title of the video. For TV and 
web content this field captures the name of the 
series of which this episode or clip is a part of. 
(e.g. "24") For Film content this is the name of the 
film. (e.g. "Knocked Up") 
 
This value is a string and has a character limit of 
96. 

<description>Kiefer Sutherland 

stars as Jack Bauer in this 

unique television series in 

which the entire season takes 

place in one day</description> Yes 

description (within the series element) 
 
This is a synopsis of the series. 
 
This value is a string and has a character limit of 
2000 
 
Refer to section 4.4 for formatting details. 

<primaryCategory>Action and 

Adventure</primaryCategory> Yes 

primaryCategory (within the series element) 
 
Denotes the category (genre) associated with the 
series. For each series you must choose one 
primary category. 
 
This value is a string and is restricted to a finite 
set of values. Refer to section 4.3.4 for valid 
values. 

<additionalCategories>  

Opening additionalCategories element (within 
the series element)  
 
Begins a listing of additional categories 
associated with the series. Only a single opening 
additionalCategories element can be defined. 

<category>Drama</category>  

category (within series|additionalCategories 
element) 
 
Denotes an individual category associated with 
the series. 
 
This value is a string and is restricted to a finite 
set of values. You may have multiple category 
elements if required. Refer to section 4.3.4 for 
valid values. 

</additionalCategories>  

Closing additionalCategories (within series 
element) 
 
Closes the listing or additional categories. Only a 
single closing additionalCategories element can 
be defined. 

<channel>FOX</channel> Yes 

channel (within series element) 
 
Denotes the Channel that this series airs on or 
should be classified under 
 
This value is a string and is restricted to 32 
chars 

<tms_series_id>SH004466040000</t

ms_series_id> 
Yes, if 

available 

Denotes the TMS ID of a TV Series. 
 
This value is a string and is restricted to 14 
characters. 
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ELEMENT REQUIRED DESCRIPTION / CONSTRAINTS 

</series> Yes 

Closing series element 
 
Closes the series metadata. Only a single closing 
series element can be defined. 

<season> Yes 

Opening season element 
 
Begins the Season specific metadata. Only a 
single opening season element can be defined. 

<seasonNumber>7</seasonNumber> Yes 

seasonNumber (within the season element) 
 
This field defines the season of a series to which 
a particular episode or piece of content belongs, 
expressed as a number. If the content does not 
belong to a season deliver as “-1”  
 
This is a integer that must be within 1 and 100 

<seasonSynopsis>Jack Bauer is 

back</seasonSynopsis>  

seasonSynopsis (within the season element)  
 
This field provides a synopsis of the plot of a 
particular season of a television series 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 2000 chars 

<tuneinInformation>Monday at 

9:00/8:00c on 

Fox</tuneinInformation>  

tuneinInformation (within the season element ) 
 
Text denoting when and where a series airs on 
TV. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to certain values 
for dynamic tune-in generation.  

</season> Yes 

Closing season element 
 
Closes the Season metadata. Only a single 
closing season element can be defined. 

<video> Yes 

Opening video element. 
 
Begins the Video specific metadata. Only a single 
opening video element can be defined. 

<mediaType>TV</mediaType> Yes 

mediaType (within the video element) 
 
Denotes the original medium of airing / nature of 
the content  
 
This value is a string and is restricted to specific 
values. Refer to Section 4.3.2 for valid values. 

<title>1:00 AM - 2:00 AM</title> Yes 

title (within the video element) 
 
Denotes the title of the video. For episodes, this 
is the episode name. For films, this is the name 
of the film. For clips, it is the name of the clip. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 150 chars 

<episodeNumber>18</episodeNumber

> Yes 

episodeNumber (within the video element) 
 
This is the Original Air Date Order of Episodes 
within a Season. If the content does not have an 
episode number, deliver as “-1” 
 
This is an integer and must be in the range of 1 
to 5000. This is required for all mediaType = TV 
and mediaType = Web Originals (if serialized) 
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<rating>TV-14</rating> Yes 

rating (within the video element) 
 
This field defines the rating of the video. 
 
This is a string and is required if the content has 
been rated by an authoritative body (MPAA, 
ESRB or TV Parental Guidelines Monitoring 
Board.) Refer to section 4.3.5 for valid values. 

<contentRatingReason>V<contentRa

tingReason/>  

contentRatingReason (within the video 
element) 
 
This field captures the reason for the Content 
Rating. (E.g.: "V (Violence)) 
 
This is a string and is required if the content has 
been rated by an authoritative body (MPAA or TV 
Parental Guidelines Monitoring Board.) Refer to 
section 4.3.6 for valid values. 

<description>Kim Bauer makes a 

highly anticipated 

return.</description> Yes 

description (within the video element) 
 
Denotes a short description of the video content. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 255 chars 
(including spaces) 
 
Refer to section 4.4 for formatting details. 

<fullDescription>Jack Bauer 

endures the elements and fights 

on to prevent an ... blackmail 

scenario.</fullDescription>  

fullDescription (within the video element) 
 
Denotes a more inclusive description of the video 
content. 
 
This is a string, is restricted to 2000 chars, and 
should NOT be the same as short description. 

<copyright>2009 Twentieth 

Century Fox Film 

Corporation</copyright>  

copyright (within the video element) 
 
Denotes the copyright information associated 
with the video. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 85 chars. It 
should not start with the © character, this will be 
dynamically inserted. 

<keywords>ctu, terrorism, 

senate, agent, airstrike, Elisha 

Cuthbert, terminal illness, 

dying, daughter</keywords>  

keywords (within the video element) 
 
Denotes a set of keywords associated with the 
video, comma delimited. Keywords should be 
specific to the actual asset, not to the series or 
content partner. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 1024 chars. 
Refer to section 4.5 for valid values. 

<programmingType>Full 

Episode</programmingType> Yes 

programmingType (within the video element) 
 
Denotes the programming type represented on 
the provided video. (such as ‘Full Episode, 
Behind the Scenes, Interview, Commentary…) 
 
This is a string and is restricted to a finite set of 
values. Please refer to section 4.3.3 for allowable 
values. 
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<externalId>7AFF18</externalId>  

externalId (within the video element) 
 
Denotes a Content Partner's internal, unique ID 
for this piece of content. Financials and other 
reporting data refer to these externalIds for 
tracking purposes.  
 
This is a string and is limited to 1000 chars 

<originalPremiereDate>2009-04-

13</originalPremiereDate> Yes 

originalPremiereDate (within the video element) 
 
Denotes the date that this piece of content 
premiered. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to YYYY-MM-
DD. This is required for all content 

<tms_program_id>EP004466040180</

tms_program_id> 
Yes, if 

available 

Denotes the TMS Program ID of an episode of 
TV or a feature film.  
 
This is a string limited to 14 chars 

</video> Yes 

Closing video element 
 

Closes the Video metadata. Only a single closing 
video element can be defined. 

<availability>  

Opens the availability element 
 

Opens the content availability section of the 
metadata. All FVOD, SVOD and MPVOD 
availability for this asset are set here. Only a 
single opening availability element can be 
defined 

<window type="FVOD">  

Opens the window element (within the 
availability element) 

 
Restricted to 3 window type values: “FVOD”, 
“SVOD” & “MPVOD” 
 
Denotes the type of window rule being set. There 
can be a maximum of 3 opening window 
elements, one for each window type. 

<start>2014-12-

31T00:00:00</start>  

start (within the window element) 
 

Denotes when the asset becomes available 
under the selected window type. Must be 
provided in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).  

 
This is a dateTime. 

<end>2015-01-01T00:00:00</end>  

end (within the window element) 
 

Denotes when the asset expires under the 
selected window type. Must be provided in 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).  

 
This is a dateTime. 
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</window>  

Closing window element (within the availability 
element) 

 
Closes the window element. There can be a 
maximum of 3 closing window elements, one for 
each window type. 

</availability>  

Closing availability element 
 

Closes the availability element. Only a single 
closing availability element can be defined. 

</metadata> Yes 

Closing metadata element 
 
Closes the metadata element. Only a single 
closing metadata element can be defined. 

<files audio_language="en" 

region="US"> Yes 

Opens the files element 
 

Opens the file reference section of the metadata. 
All deliverables must be referenced here. Only a 
single opening files element can be defined  

 
audio_language is used to designate spoken 
audio language and region used to designate US 
distribution (in example at left, “en” for English 
and “US” for US) 

<file> Yes 

Opens the file element 
 

Opens an individual file reference element for a 
deliverable. Multiple file elements must be 
defined for video, thumbnail, captioning 

<fileType>Mezzanine 

video</fileType> Yes 

fileType (within the file element) 
 

Denotes the contents of the deliverable 
 

This is a string and is restricted to {Mezzanine 
video, Mezzanine thumbnail, and Text} 

<fileName>24_S7_E18_7AFF18.mpg 

</fileName> Yes 

fileName (within the file element) 
 

This is the relative filename of the deliverable to 
be uploaded. It is important that this value is 
correct to ensure proper asset association and 
timely processing of the content. 
The following characters are not allowed in 
filenames: / \ ? ’ % * : | “ < > . 

 
This is a string and must be greater than 1 
character and less than 255 characters 

<segments>00:13:17;18,00:23:01;1

7,00:30:28;04,00:37:10;21 

</segments> 

Required if 
video 

duration 
exceeds 8 
minutes 

segments (within the file element and should be 
placed within the Mezzanine Video file 
blockelement) 

 
Denotes location of a black slug / ad break 
(except for Film – there should be no black slugs 
for films). Required for all full-length videos and 
anything that exceeds 8 minutes. Refer to section 
4.7 for details. 

 
This is a string and is restricted to the SMTPE 
format HH:MM:SS;FF,  
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<md5hash> 
9e107d9d372bb6826bd81d3542a419d6 

</md5hash>  

MD5 checksum (within the file element) 
 

This is the MD5 checksum of the video file (if 
available). Providing this value is optional. 

 
This is always a 32 digit hexadecimal number. 

</file> Yes 

Closing file element 
 

This closes the metadata and files sections. A 
single closing file element must be defined for 
each opening file element. 

</files> Yes 

Closing files element 
 

This closes the files section. Only a single closing 
files element may be defined. 

</content> Yes 
Closing content element 
This closes the XML.  
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14 Appendix B - Hulu CableLabs XML Examples 

14.1 Hulu CableLabs XML Elements Defined 

The following tables list each metadata element, its definition, and any restrictions for that 
element (acceptable list of values, character limits, etc.). The required column indicates those 
elements that are required in the XML. The description / constraints column includes: 
 

1. A definition of the element 
2. A description of what value to include for the element 
3. Syntactical restrictions on that element, if any (e.g. <episodeNumber> can only be a 

number)  
4. Constraints on the value (e.g. <rating> is restricted to MPAA, ESRB, and TV ratings.) 

 
The XML should follow these important encoding guidelines: 

• All titles and descriptions should contain UTF-8 encoded characters 

• VERY IMPORTANT: If the metadata is edited in any way by hand (not recommended), 
do not use any Rich Text Format or Microsoft Word-style processors. These types of 
word processors embed formatting information that will cause the XML to be malformed. 

 
Please note that for efficiency, this table contains covers the delivery of both a C Window asset 
as well as a Clean asset for the DMPVD service. Within the “Movie” section of the table, the 
custom fields for each version have been included. 
 

ELEMENT REQUIRED DESCRIPTION / CONSTRAINTS 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-

8859-1"?> 

<ADI> Yes 

Opening of the XML Document 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="package" 

Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" 

Creation_Date="2015-08-13" 

Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" 

Provider_ID="hulu.com" 

Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD"  

Name="Metadata_Spec_Version"  

Value="CableLabsVOD1.1"/> 

</Metadata> Yes 

The Package section of the CableLabs 
document. 
 
Hulu does not currently ingest this data for 
explicit use. If you require access to any of the 
data housed in this section, contact your Content 
Partner Manager. 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="title" 

Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" 

Creation_Date="2015-08-13" 

Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" 

Provider_ID="hulu.com" 

Version_Major="1"  Yes 

The opening of the Title section of the CableLabs 
document. 
 
Hulu does not currently ingest this data for 
explicit use. If you require access to any of the 
data housed in this section, contact your Content 
Partner Manager. 
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Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Title" 

Value="Casual"/> 

Yes 

This is the Series Title of the video. For TV and 
web content this field captures the name of the 
series of which this episode or clip is a part of. 
(e.g. "Casual") For Film content this is the name 
of the film. (e.g. "Die Hard") 
 
This value is a string and has a character limit of 
96. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Episode_Name" Value="Phase 

3"/> 

Yes 

Denotes the title of the video. For episodes, this 
is the episode name. For films, this is the name 
of the film. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 150 chars. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Summary_Medium" 

Value="Alex's troubling new 

obsession leads Valerie to take 

matters into her own hands. 

Meanwhile, Laura investigates 

switching high schools to get a 

fresh start."/>  

Denotes a more inclusive description of the video 
content. 
 
This is a string, is restricted to 2000 chars, and 
should NOT be the same as the Summary Short 
value. 
 
Refer to section 4.4 for formatting details. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Summary_Short" Value="Alex's 

troubling new obsession leads 

Valerie to take matters into her 

own hands. Laura investigates 

switching high schools."/> Yes 

Denotes a short description of the video 
content. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 255 chars 
(including spaces) 
 
Refer to section 4.4 for formatting details. 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Rating" 

Value="TV-MA"/> Yes 

This field defines the rating of the video. 
 
This is a string and is required if the content has 
been rated by an authoritative body (MPAA, 
ESRB or TV Parental Guidelines Monitoring 
Board.)  
 
Unlike CableLabs, Hulu prefers the rating value 
only, and all RatingReasons or Advisories to 
utilize the Advisories element below.  
 
For example, “TV-MA” is preferred. 
 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="MSORating" Value="Age-21"/>  

MSO applied rating for content not otherwise 
rated. 
 
This is a string and is limited to the rating value 
only. Please submit rating reasons using the 
“Advisories” tag value. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Advisories" Value="AL"/>  

One content advisory code. 
 
This is a string. Reference the CableLabs 
specification for details on syntax and 
restrictions. 
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<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Audience" Value="Mature"/>  

Field to indicate target audience. 
 
This is a string. Reference the CableLabs 
specification for details on syntax and 
restrictions. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Country_of_Origin" 

Value="US"/>  

The Country from where the title originates, e.g., 
"US" for United States 
 
This is a string, restricted to 2 chars using the 2-
letter country code as defined in ISO 3166-1 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Studio" 

Value="Hulu Originals"/> Yes 

Denotes the brand that this program should be 
classified under 
 
This value is a string and is restricted to 32 
chars 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Genre" 

Value="Drama"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Genre" 

Value="Comedy"/> Yes 

Denotes a genre for the program. At least one 
genre must be delivered for each program. 
 
This is a string. Reference the CableLabs 
specification for details on syntax and 
restrictions. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Show_Type" Value="Series"/> Yes 

This is a string restricted to one of the following: 
  
Series 
Sports 
Music 
Ad 
Miniseries 
Movie 
Other 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Licensing_Window_Start" 

Value="2016-06-06T17:00:00"/> Yes Start date and time of licensing window in GMT. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Licensing_Window_End" 

Value="2020-06-06T17:00:00"/> Yes End date and time of licensing window in GMT. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Provider_QA_Contact" 

Value="cops@hulu.com"/>  
A contact identifier in case there are quality 
issues relating to the content. 

Begin Hulu Custom Title Values 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="TMS_Program_ID" 

Value="EP022462000011"/> 
Yes, if 

available 

Denotes the TMS Program ID of an episode of 
TV or a Film. Please refer to section 6.3.1.1 for 
allowable values. 
 
 
This is a string limited to 14 chars 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="TMS_Series_ID" 

Value="SH022462000000"/> 
Yes, if 

available 
Denotes the TMS Series ID for the series the 
asset is part of. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Series_Description" 

Value="From the Academy Award 

Nominated Director of Up in the 

Air and Juno comes Casual, a new 

comedy series about a bachelor 

brother and his newly divorced 

sister living under one roof 

again. Together, they coach each 

other through the crazy world of Yes 

This is a synopsis of the series. 
 
This value is a string and has a character limit of 
2000 
 
Refer to section 6.3.1.2 for formatting details. 
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dating while raising her teenage 

daughter. Created by Zander 

Lehmann, Casual is executive 

produced by Jason Reitman, Zander 

Lehmann, Helen Estabrook, and Liz 

Tigelaar."/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Season_Number" Value="2"/> Yes 

This field defines the season of a series to which 
a particular episode or piece of content belongs, 
expressed as a number. If the content does not 
belong to a season deliver as “-1” 
 

This is an integer that must be within 1 and 100 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Episode_Number" Value="1"/> Yes 

This is the Original Air Date Order of Episodes 
within a Season. If the content does not have an 
episode number, deliver as “-1” 
 

This is an integer and must be in the range of 1 
to 5000. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Keywords" Value="Casual, 

Comedy, Hulu Originals, dating, 

relationships, Tommy Dewey, 

Michaela Watkins, Tara Lynne Barr, 

Jason Reitman, Lionsgate, Golden 

Globe, Golden Globe Nominated, 

Alex, Valerie, Laura, Family, 

Snooger"/>  

Denotes a set of keywords associated with the 
video, comma delimited. Keywords should be 
specific to the actual program, not to the series or 
content partner. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to 1024 chars. 
Please refer to section 6.3.1.5 for allowable 
values.  

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Programming_Type" 

Value="Full Episode"/> Yes 

Denotes the programming type represented on 
the provided video. (such as ‘Full Episode, 
Behind the Scenes, Interview, Commentary…) 
 
This is a string and is restricted to a finite set of 
values. Please refer to section 6.3.1.6 for 
allowable values. 
 
 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Original_Premiere_Date" 

Value="2016-06-06"/> Yes 

Denotes the date that this piece of content 
premiered. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to YYYY-MM-
DD. This is required for all content 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Metadata_Language" 

Value="en"/> Yes 

Denotes the language of the metadata itself.  
 
This is a string restricted to ISO-639-1 two-letter 
codes. 
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<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Ad_Content_ID" 

Value="123ABC456"/>  

Denotes a Content Partner’s internal, unique ID 
for this piece of content. This ID will be included 
in financial and reporting data for tracking 
purposes. It can also be utilized for third party ad 
serving needs. 
 
This is a string and is limited to 1000 characters. 
 

End Hulu Custom Title Values 

</Metadata> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="movie" 

Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" 

Creation_Date="2015-08-13" 

Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" 

Provider_ID="hulu.com" 

Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> Yes 

The close of the Title section and the beginning 
of the Movie section within the CableLabs 
Document. 
 
Hulu does not currently ingest this data for 
explicit use. If you require access to any of the 
data housed in this section, contact your Content 
Partner Manager. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Languages" Value="en"/> Yes 

Denotes the audio language of the video. 
 
This is a string. Reference the CableLabs 
specification for details on syntax and 
restrictions. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Content_Checksum" 

Value="6F60296D67DE65A59DF8A3DA69E

C992B"/> Yes 

This is the MD5 checksum of the video file. 
 
This is always a 32 digit hexadecimal number. 

Begin Custom Hulu C3/C7 Movie Values 
Please note, these tags are only used/required on C Window Assets 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Ad_Window" Value="C3"/> Yes 

This is the advertising window that the video 
satisfies. 
 
This is a string restricted to the values: 
C3 
C7 
C(Integer) 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" 

Value="00:06:18;05,00:09:18;05"/> Yes 

This denotes an ad pod within the content and 
informs Hulu of its start/stop timecodes in 
dropframe format. 
 
This is a string restricted to two comma 
separated timecodes in the following format: 
 
HH:MM:SS;FF 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" 

Value="00:16:26;05,00:19:36;05"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Pod" 

Value="00:26:40;05,00:29:18;05"/> Yes Further examples of Ad Pods. 

End Custom Hulu C3/C7 Movie Values 

Begin Custom Hulu Clean Movie Values 
Please note, these tags are only used/required on Clean Assets 
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<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Ad_Breaks" 

Value="00:06:18;05,00:13:26;21,00:

23:41;18"/> Yes 

Denotes the location of a black slug / ad breaks. 
 
This is a string and is restricted to comma 
separated timecodes in SMTPE format: 
 
HH:MM:SS;FF 

End Custom Hulu Clean Movie Values 

</Metadata> 

<Content 

Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.mpg"/> 

</Asset> Yes 

Close of Movie section of the CableLabs 
document and video file reference. 
 
This is the relative filename of the deliverable to 
be uploaded. It is important that this value is 
correct to ensure proper asset association and 
timely processing of the content 
 
The following characters are not allowed in 
filenames: / \ ? ’ % * : | “ < > . 
 

This is a string and must be greater than 1 
character and less than 255 characters 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="poster" 

Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" 

Creation_Date="2015-08-13" 

Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" 

Provider_ID="hulu.com" 

Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> Yes 

The opening of the Poster section of the 
CableLabs document. 
 
Hulu does not currently ingest this data for 
explicit use. If you require access to any of the 
data housed in this section, contact your Content 
Partner Manager. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Content_CheckSum" 

Value="000004e619a7c39c6aeb438e303

8337b"/>  

This is the MD5 checksum of the image file. 
 
This is always a 32 digit hexadecimal number. 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Type" 

Value="poster"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Content 

Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.jpg"/> 

</Asset> Yes 

Close of Poster section of the CableLabs 
document and image file reference. 
 
This is the relative filename of the deliverable to 
be uploaded. It is important that this value is 
correct to ensure proper asset association and 
timely processing of the content 
 
The following characters are not allowed in 
filenames: / \ ? ’ % * : | “ < > . 
 

This is a string and must be greater than 1 
character and less than 255 characters 

Begin Custom Caption Fields 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="caption" 

Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" 

Creation_Date="2015-08-13" 

Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"   

The opening of the Caption section of the 
document. 
 
Whenever possible, Hulu prefers the delivery of 
sidecar caption files as opposed to those 
embedded within the video. This section is 
formatted similarly to other CableLabs asset 
sections. 
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Provider="Hulu" 

Provider_ID="hulu.com" 

Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

Hulu does not currently ingest this data for 
explicit use. If you require access to any of the 
data housed in this section, contact your Content 
Partner Manager. 

<App_Data App="MOD" 

Name="Content_CheckSum" 

Value="0000116c87a93630206ddf53f93

fe040"/>  

This is the MD5 checksum of the caption file. 
 
This is always a 32 digit hexadecimal number. 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Type" 

Value="caption"/>   

</Metadata> 

<Content 

Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.xml.tt"/

> 

</Asset>  

Close of Caption section of the document and 
caption file reference. 
 
This is the relative filename of the deliverable to 
be uploaded. It is important that this value is 
correct to ensure proper asset association and 
timely processing of the content 
 
The following characters are not allowed in 
filenames: / \ ? ’ % * : | “ < > . 
 

This is a string and must be greater than 1 
character and less than 255 characters 

End Custom Caption Fields 

</Asset> 

</ADI>          Yes Closing of the XML Document 

 

14.2 Hulu CableLabs Metadata Update Samples 

Below are two XMLs that showcase how to deliver a Metadata Update. The first serves as an 
example of the initial delivery. The second updates the episode description along with deferring 
its availability by one day and correspondingly extending the availability by one day. The Asset 
ID within the Package element is highlighted for reference. 
 

14.2.1 Initial Delivery Sample 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

<ADI> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="package" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD"  

Name="Metadata_Spec_Version"  

Value="CableLabsVOD1.1"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 
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<AMS Asset_Class="title" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Title" Value="Casual"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Episode_Name" Value="Phase 3"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Summary_Medium" Value="Alex's troubling new 

obsession leads Valerie to take matters into her own hands. Meanwhile, Laura 

investigates switching high schools to get a fresh start."/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Summary_Short" Value="Alex's troubling new 

obsession leads Valerie to take matters into her own hands. Laura 

investigates switching high schools."/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Rating" Value="TV-MA"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="MSORating" Value="Age-21"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Advisories" Value="AL"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Audience" Value="Mature"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Country_of_Origin" Value="US"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Studio" Value="Hulu Originals"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Genre" Value="Drama"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Genre" Value="Comedy"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Show_Type" Value="Series"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Licensing_Window_Start" Value="2016-06-

06T17:00:00"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Licensing_Window_End" Value="2020-06-06T17:00:00"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Provider_QA_Contact" Value="cops@hulu.com"/> 

<!-- Start Hulu Custom Title Values --> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="TMS_Program_ID" Value="EP022462000011"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="TMS_Series_ID" Value="SH022462000000"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Series_Description" Value="From the Academy Award 

Nominated Director of Up in the Air and Juno comes Casual, a new comedy 

series about a bachelor brother and his newly divorced sister living under 

one roof again. Together, they coach each other through the crazy world of 

dating while raising her teenage daughter. Created by Zander Lehmann, Casual 

is executive produced by Jason Reitman, Zander Lehmann, Helen Estabrook, and 

Liz Tigelaar."/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Season_Number" Value="2"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Episode_Number" Value="1"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Keywords" Value="Casual, Comedy, Hulu Originals, 

dating, relationships, Tommy Dewey, Michaela Watkins, Tara Lynne Barr, Jason 

Reitman, Lionsgate, Golden Globe, Golden Globe Nominated, Alex, Valerie, 

Laura, Family, Snooger"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Programming_Type" Value="Full Episode"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Original_Premiere_Date" Value="2016-06-06"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Metadata_Language" Value="en"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Content_ID" Value="123ABC456"/> 

<!-- End Hulu Custom Title Values --> 

</Metadata> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="movie" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Languages" Value="en"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Content_Checksum" 
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Value="6F60296D67DE65A59DF8A3DA69EC992B"/> 

<!-- Start Hulu Custom Movie Values --> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Breaks" 

Value="00:06:18;05,00:13:26;21,00:23:41;18"/> 

<!-- End Hulu Custom Movie Values --> 

</Metadata> 

<Content Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.mpg"/> 

</Asset> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="poster" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Content_CheckSum" 

Value="000004e619a7c39c6aeb438e3038337b"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Type" Value="poster"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Content Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.jpg"/> 

</Asset> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="caption" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Content_CheckSum" 

Value="0000116c87a93630206ddf53f93fe040"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Type" Value="caption"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Content Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.xml.tt"/> 

</Asset> 

</Asset> 

</ADI> 

 

14.2.2 Hulu CableLabs Metadata Update Sample 

Note the updated values in the Licensing Window Start, Licensing Window End, and Summary 
Short fields while maintaining the initial Asset ID within the Package element and is highlighted 
for reference. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 

<ADI> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="package" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD"  

Name="Metadata_Spec_Version"  

Value="CableLabsVOD1.1"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 
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<AMS Asset_Class="title" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Title" Value="Casual"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Episode_Name" Value="Phase 3"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Summary_Medium" Value="Alex's troubling new 

obsession leads Valerie to take matters into her own hands. Meanwhile, Laura 

investigates switching high schools to get a fresh start."/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Summary_Short" Value="Alex's troubling new 

obsession leads Valerie to take matters into her own hands. Laura 

investigates new high schools."/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Rating" Value="TV-MA"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="MSORating" Value="Age-21"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Advisories" Value="AL"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Audience" Value="Mature"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Country_of_Origin" Value="US"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Studio" Value="Hulu Originals"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Genre" Value="Drama"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Genre" Value="Comedy"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Show_Type" Value="Series"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Licensing_Window_Start" Value="2016-06-

07T17:00:00"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Licensing_Window_End" Value="2020-06-08T17:00:00"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Provider_QA_Contact" Value="cops@hulu.com"/> 

<!-- Start Hulu Custom Title Values --> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="TMS_Program_ID" Value="EP022462000011"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="TMS_Series_ID" Value="SH022462000000"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Series_Description" Value="From the Academy Award 

Nominated Director of Up in the Air and Juno comes Casual, a new comedy 

series about a bachelor brother and his newly divorced sister living under 

one roof again. Together, they coach each other through the crazy world of 

dating while raising her teenage daughter. Created by Zander Lehmann, Casual 

is executive produced by Jason Reitman, Zander Lehmann, Helen Estabrook, and 

Liz Tigelaar."/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Season_Number" Value="2"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Episode_Number" Value="1"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Keywords" Value="Casual, Comedy, Hulu Originals, 

dating, relationships, Tommy Dewey, Michaela Watkins, Tara Lynne Barr, Jason 

Reitman, Lionsgate, Golden Globe, Golden Globe Nominated, Alex, Valerie, 

Laura, Family, Snooger"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Programming_Type" Value="Full Episode"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Original_Premiere_Date" Value="2016-06-06"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Metadata_Language" Value="en"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Content_ID" Value="123ABC456"/> 

<!-- End Hulu Custom Title Values --> 

</Metadata> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="movie" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Languages" Value="en"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Content_Checksum" 
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Value="6F60296D67DE65A59DF8A3DA69EC992B"/> 

<!-- Start Hulu Custom Movie Values --> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Ad_Breaks" 

Value="00:06:18;05,00:13:26;21,00:23:41;18"/> 

<!-- End Hulu Custom Movie Values --> 

</Metadata> 

<Content Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.mpg"/> 

</Asset> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="poster" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Content_CheckSum" 

Value="000004e619a7c39c6aeb438e3038337b"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Type" Value="poster"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Content Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.jpg"/> 

</Asset> 

<Asset> 

<Metadata> 

<AMS Asset_Class="caption" Asset_ID="HCAS0376040300000011" 

Asset_Name="Casual_201" Creation_Date="2015-08-13" Description="Casual 201 C3 

package" Product="MOD"  

Provider="Hulu" Provider_ID="hulu.com" Version_Major="1"  

Version_Minor="0"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Content_CheckSum" 

Value="0000116c87a93630206ddf53f93fe040"/> 

<App_Data App="MOD" Name="Type" Value="caption"/> 

</Metadata> 

<Content Value="Casual_s2e1_Phase3.xml.tt"/> 

</Asset> 

</Asset> 

</ADI> 
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15 Appendix C - Caption Examples 

15.1 TTML Example File (*.tt) 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<tt xmlns="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml" xmlns:ttp="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#parameter" 

ttp:timeBase="media" xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#style" xml:lang="en" 

xmlns:ttm="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#metadata"> 

  <head> 

    <metadata> 

      <ttm:title>WWE0213</ttm:title> 

    </metadata> 

    <styling> 

      <style id="s0" tts:backgroundColor="black" tts:fontStyle="normal" tts:fontSize="16" 

tts:fontFamily="sansSerif" tts:color="white" /> 

    </styling> 

  </head> 

  <body style="s0"> 

    <div> 

      <p begin="00:00:00.000" id="p0" end="00:00:02.000">Offering closed captions is a very</p> 

      <p begin="00:00:02.000" id="p1" end="00:00:04.000">important part of Hulu's experience.</p> 

      <p begin="00:00:04.000" id="p2" end="00:00:07.000">In addition to supporting our<br 

/>hearing-impaired viewers</p> 

      <p begin="00:00:07.000" id="p3" end="00:00:10.000">caption files will improve the<br 

/>visibility of your content.</p> 

    </div> 

  </body> 

</tt> 

 

15.2 SMPTE-TT Example File (*.tt) 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<tt xmlns="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml" xmlns:tts="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#styling" 

xmlns:ttm="http://www.w3.org/ns/ttml#metadata" xml:lang="en" xmlns:smpte="http://www.smpte-

ra.org/schemas/2052-1/2010/smpte-tt" xmlns:m608="http://www.smpte-ra.org/schemas/xxxx/2009/smpte-

tt#cea608"> 

    <head> 

        <ttm:desc>Converted document</ttm:desc> 

        <ttm:copyright>Copyright (C) Computer Prompting and Captioning Co.</ttm:copyright> 

        <smpte:information xmlns:m608="http://www.smpte-ra.org/schemas/2052-1/2010/smpte-

tt#cea608" origin="http://www.smpte-ra.org/schemas/2052-1/2010/smpte-tt#cea608" mode="Preserved" 

m608:channel="CC1" m608:programName="Demo" m608:captionService="F1C1CC"/> 

        <metadata/> 

        <style xml:id="basic" tts:color="white" tts:fontFamily="monospace" tts:lineHeight="8%" 

tts:fontSize="8%" tts:fontWeight="normal"/> 

        <styling/> 

        <layout> 

            <region xml:id="pop1" tts:backgroundColor="transparent"/> 

            <region xml:id="pop2" tts:backgroundColor="transparent"/> 

            <region xml:id="pop3" tts:backgroundColor="transparent"/> 

            <region xml:id="pop4" tts:backgroundColor="transparent"/> 

        </layout> 

    </head> 

    <body> 

        <div> 

            <p begin="00:00:00:00" end="00:00:02:00" region="pop1" style="basic" tts:origin="15% 

84%"> 

                <span tts:backgroundColor="black" tts:color="white" tts:fontStyle="normal" 

tts:fontWeight="normal" tts:textDecoration="noUnderline"> Offering closed captioning is a 

very</span> 

            </p> 

            <p begin="00:00:02:00" end="00:00:04:00" region="pop1" style="basic" tts:origin="17% 

63%"> 

                <span tts:backgroundColor="black" tts:color="white" tts:fontStyle="normal" 

tts:fontWeight="normal" tts:textDecoration="noUnderline">important part of Hulu’s 

experience.</span> 

            </p> 
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            <p begin="00:00:04:00" end="00:00:07:00" region="pop2" style="basic" tts:origin="10% 

68%"> 

                <span tts:backgroundColor="black" tts:color="white" tts:fontStyle="normal" 

tts:fontWeight="normal" tts:textDecoration="noUnderline">In addition to supporting our<br 

/>hearing-impaired viewers,</span> 

            </p> 

            <p begin="00:00:07:00" end="00:00:10:00" region="pop3" style="basic" tts:origin="50% 

79%"> 

                <span tts:backgroundColor="black" tts:color="white" tts:fontStyle="normal" 

tts:fontWeight="normal" tts:textDecoration="noUnderline">caption files will improve<br 

/>visibility of your content.</span> 

            </p> 

        </div> 

    </body> 

</tt> 

 

 

15.3 DFXP Example File (*.tt or *.dfxp) 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<tt xmlns:tts="http://www.w3c.org/2006/04/ttaf1#styling" 

xmlns:ttm="http://www.w3.org/2006/10/ttaf1#metadata" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2006/04/ttaf1"> 

<head> 

<layout> 

<region xml:id="upperThird"/> 

<region xml:id="middleThird"/> 

<region xml:id="lowerThird"/> 

</layout> 

</head> 

<body tts:textAlign="center"> 

<div xml:lang="en_US" ttm:role="subtitles"> 

<p begin="00:00:00:00" end="00:00:02:00"><span tts:fontStyle="italic" > 

Offering closed captioning is a very</span></p> 

 

<p begin="00:00:02:00" end="00:00:04:00"><span tts:fontStyle="italic" > 

important part of Hulu's experience.</span></p> 

 

<p begin="00:00:04:00" end="00:00:07:00"><span tts:fontStyle="italic" > 

In addition to supporting our<br />hearing-impaired viewers,</span></p> 

 

<p begin="00:00:07:00" end="00:00:10:00"><span tts:fontStyle="italic" > 

caption files will improve<br />visibility of your content.</span></p> 

</div> 

</body> 

</tt> 

 

 

 

15.4 SAMI Example File (*.smi) 

<SAMI> 

<HEAD> 

<TITLE>EXAMPLE SAMI CATION / SUBTITLE FILE</TITLE> 

<SAMIParam> 

  Metrics {time:ms;} 

  Spec {MSFT:1.0;} 

</SAMIParam> 

 

<STYLE TYPE="text/css"> 

<!-- 

  P { font-family: Arial; font-weight: normal; color: white; background-color: black; text-align: 

center; } 

  .ENUSCC { name: English; lang: en-US ; SAMIType: CC ; } 

--> 

</STYLE> 

 

</HEAD> 

<BODY> 
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<SYNC Start=0><P Class=ENUSCC>Offering closed captions is a very</P></SYNC> 

<SYNC Start=2000><P Class=ENUSCC>&nbsp;</P></SYNC> 

<SYNC Start=2000><P Class=ENUSCC>important part of Hulu's experience.</P></SYNC> 

<SYNC Start=4000><P Class=ENUSCC>&nbsp;</P></SYNC> 

<SYNC Start=4000><P Class=ENUSCC>In addition to supporting our<br />hearing-impaired 

viewers</P></SYNC> 

<SYNC Start=7000><P Class=ENUSCC>&nbsp;</P></SYNC> 

<SYNC Start=7000><P Class=ENUSCC>caption files will improve the<br />visibility of your 

content.</P></SYNC> 

<SYNC Start=10000><P Class=ENUSCC>&nbsp;</P></SYNC> 

</BODY> 

</SAMI> 

 

 

 

15.5 SRT Example File (*.srt) 

1 

00:00:00,000 --> 00:00:02,000 

Offering closed captions is a very 

 

2 

00:00:02,000 --> 00:00:04,000 

important part of Hulu's experience. 

 

3 

00:00:04,000 --> 00:00:07,000 

In addition to supporting our 

hearing-impaired viewers 

 

4 

00:00:07,000 --> 00:00:10,000 

caption files will improve the 

visibility of your content. 

 

15.6 SCC Example File (*.scc) 

Scenarist_SCC V1.0 

 

00:00:00:00 94ae 94ae 9420 9420 9454 9454 4fe6 e6e5 f2e9 6e67 20e3 ecef 73e5 6480 94f2 94f2 

9723 9723 e361 70f4 e9ef 6e73 20e9 7320 6120 76e5 f279 942f 942f 

 

00:00:02:00 942c 942c 

 

00:00:02:00 94ae 94ae 9420 9420 9452 9452 9723 9723 e96d 70ef f2f4 616e f420 7061 f2f4 20ef 

e680 94f2 94f2 9723 9723 c875 ec75 a773 20e5 f870 e5f2 e9e5 6ee3 e5ae 942f 942f 

 

00:00:04:00 942c 942c 

 

00:00:04:00 94ae 94ae 9420 9420 94d0 94d0 97a1 97a1 496e 2061 6464 e9f4 e9ef 6e20 f4ef 2073 

7570 70ef f2f4 e96e 6720 ef75 f280 94f2 94f2 68e5 61f2 e96e 67ad e96d 7061 e9f2 e564 2076 e9e5 

f7e5 f273 942f 942f 

 

00:00:07:00 942c 942c 

 

00:00:07:00 94ae 94ae 9420 9420 94d0 94d0 97a1 97a1 e361 70f4 e9ef 6e20 e6e9 ece5 7320 f7e9 

ecec 20e9 6d70 f2ef 76e5 20f4 68e5 9470 9470 97a2 97a2 76e9 73e9 62e9 ece9 f479 20ef e620 79ef 

75f2 20e3 ef6e f4e5 6ef4 ae80 942f 942f 

 

00:00:10:00 942c 942c 

 

 

15.7 STL Example File (*.stl) 

//Font select and font size 

$FontName       = Arial 
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$FontSize       = 30 

 

//Character attributes (global) 

$Bold           = FALSE 

$UnderLined     = FALSE 

$Italic         = FALSE 

 

//Position Control 

$HorzAlign      = Center 

$VertAlign      = Bottom 

$XOffset        = 0 

$YOffset        = 0 

 

//Contrast Control 

$TextContrast           = 15 

$Outline1Contrast       = 8 

$Outline2Contrast       = 15 

$BackgroundContrast     = 0 

 

//Effects Control 

$ForceDisplay   = FALSE 

$FadeIn         = 0 

$FadeOut        = 0 

 

//Other Controls 

$TapeOffset          = FALSE 

//$SetFilePathToken  = <<:>> 

 

//Colors 

$ColorIndex1    = 0 

$ColorIndex2    = 1 

$ColorIndex3    = 2 

$ColorIndex4    = 3 

 

//Subtitles 

00:00:00:00,00:00:02:00,Offering closed captions is a very 

00:00:02:00,00:00:04:00,important part of Hulu's experience. 

00:00:04:00,00:00:07:00,In addition to supporting our|hearing-impaired viewers 

00:00:07:00,00:00:10:00,caption files will improve the|visibility of your content. 
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16 Appendix D - Reasons for Content Rejection 

The following is a list of common reasons your video could be flagged for redelivery. Please 
keep in mind this is not an exhaustive list, and other issues may be identified in your content: 

 

• Audio - Mono 

• Audio - Sync 

• Audio - Levels 

• Audio - Dropout 

• Audio – Distortion 

• Blended Frames (broken 
cadence) 

• Interlacing 

• Incorrect or variable frame rates 

• Incorrect aspect ratio 

• Digital artifacts 

• Tape hits or bad transfer 

• Buffering 

 

• Stuttering 

• Freezing 

• Incomplete Video 

• Slug Length 

• Corrupt File (unable to decode) 

• Unauthorized title cards, 
advertisements, commercials, 
promotions 

• Duplicate asset 

• Incorrect ad breaks 

• Incorrect subtitle file 

• Incorrect colorspace 

 
Examples of video rejections can be found in the Content Portal Help Section: 
https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#videospecifications 
 
 
 

https://content.hulu.com/help/content_spec#videospecifications

